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FIFTY years of commemorating the death
in detention of Imam Abdullah Haron
 culminates this month with the
 publication of this special edition of
 Muslim Views. It also coincides with the
apex of the programme of activities of the
Imam Abdullah Haron Foundation
 dedicated to this 50th year of
 commemoration.
The contents of the newspaper over the past
year foreground the significance of this
 commemoration both in terms of the editorial
space dedicated to it as well as the quality of
the coverage.
The theme of the commemoration clearly
dominated our pages. However, it is the
 substance published that offers value for our
readers and which places on record
 unprecedented and original content relating
to a major figure in the history of our struggle
for social justice.
The material published clearly reflects the
various dimensions of the role that Imam
Haron played in this struggle in the most
 repressive period of apartheid South Africa.
One dimension is his commitment to
 universal values that transcends religious,
cultural and other artificial and parochial
boundaries.
The Imam’s vision of a just society was
 inspired by his faith but his actions
 surpassed the practice of the faith in his time.
Convention and fear of the organs of
apartheid prevailed, forging a broad culture
of compliance with the apartheid state’s laws
and policies in the Muslim community.
The Imam consciously defied this culture and
advocated resistance to laws and policies
that were clearly in conflict with his faith and
with the values of a just society. Our
 coverage documents this revolutionary
 approach to social change adopted by the
Imam.
This sustained record, relating specifically to
the life of Imam Haron, is unique and
 unprecedented. It marks a milestone in the
consolidation of the legacy of a revolutionary
figure that emerges from the Muslim
 community of South Africa but belongs to all

people who struggle for social justice at any
time and in any place in this world.
In this sense, we have documented the
legacy of a truly universal revolutionary
 figure.
Another unique and original aspect of the
record is the unprecedented presence of
 diverse relevant voices associated with the
Imam.
Through the work of the foundation, there is
now, for the first time, a record of authentic
voices drawn from the margins to the centre.
This includes family, friends, students and
associates of the Imam who augment the
broader narrative of his life and times.
The narrative reflects the life and experience
of the Imam’s widow, Aunty Galiema Haron,
whose voice and experience had been
 recessed in the background. It drew from the
children of the Imam, his son and his
 daughters, deeply personal reflections that
offer a glimpse of how individual souls
 continue to struggle with a loss that we
 cannot fully fathom.
It upheld the memory of the Imam and the
values he stood for in our pages and in front
of live audiences, including Jumuah
 platforms, exhibitions, book fairs, quiz
 programmes and drama stages. This was the
diverse experience of people who drew
 inspiration from the Imam. 
In 2014, the Imam earned official national
recognition with the posthumous award of
the Presidential Order of Luthuli in Gold. It is,
however, quite disturbing to note that the
recognition of the legacy of Imam Haron by
Muslims, as an advocate for human rights is
limited to the Western Cape.
Attendance of the events in honour of the
Imam by Muslims outside the Western Cape
was at best sparse. At worst, there are signs
of parochial and bigoted treatment of his
legacy by Muslims outside his home
province.
Muslim Views remains dedicated to the
legacy of the Imam, who lived and died for
the universal truths that uphold human
 dignity. In turn, we all owe a debt of gratitude
and commitment to sustain his legacy.
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Upholding a true legacy
is a social responsibility

The family of Imam Abdullah Haron presented the
 following letter to Muslim Views to express their gratitude
and to acknowledge the contribution of both Muslim News
and Muslim Views in sustaining the legacy of the Imam over
a total of 60 years of  publication.

Dear Muslim Views Board of Directors
Rumi: ‘Wear gratitude like a cloak and it will feed every
corner of your life.’
We, the Haron family, are fully aware of the fact that our
father’s – Ash-Shaheed Imam Abdullah Haron – name is
inextricably tied to Muslim Views, and particularly so
with its predecessor Muslim News.
In the light of this close association, we wish to use this
opportunity to express our thanks to the board and the
paper for having kept the Imam’s memory alive over the
past five decades.
When looking back at the various issues of Muslim News/
Views, it clearly illustrated to what extent the editorial
board(s) created special issues or set aside pages to honour
our dear father. On top of this, we too observed that it
used the paper to continuously remind our communities
about the important role that the Imam had played during
those years.
Let us also express our thanks to you as the board for
 having given the Imam Haron Foundation its unstinting
and unequivocal support towards the #imam123days
 campaign; it is our view that your paper has always been
fair in its coverage, and underscored your support for
 justice at all levels for all.
So, on behalf of the Haron family, we want to extend a
heartfelt ‘thank you’ for the newspaper’s sincere
 commitment in keeping Ash-Shaheed Imam Abdullah
Haron’s rich story alive.
We are, in fact, more than grateful to the board and the
paper for having done so much over these many decades.
Our warmest greetings and our deepest appreciation.
Sincerely yours and was salaam
Hjh Fatiema Haron-Masoet
on behalf of Hjh Galiema Haron,
Prof Muhammed Haron, Hjh Shamela Shamis

The children of Imam Haron visited the offices of Muslim Views on September 23,
2019. The Haron family presented to Muslim Views a frame-mounted photograph
of the Imam, a limited edition copy of The Killing of the Imam by Barney Desai
and Cardiff Marney and a printed memorial coffee mug with the iconic image of
the Imam. Pictured in the archive of Muslim Views are, seated from left, Fatiema
Haron Masoet and Shamela Haron Shamis. Standing, from left, are Farid Sayed,
editor and director of Muslim Views, Professor Muhammed Haron, Sharief Hassen
Palekar, managing director of Muslim Views, Cassiem Khan, co-ordinator of the
Imam Haron Foundation, and Mahmood Sanglay, director and senior writer of
Muslim Views. Photo SHIREEN ABRAHAMS
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Prof MUHAMMED HARON
WRITING about this topic has
been and continues to be no easy
task. It has been an issue that has
been lingering ever since and an
issue that remains very difficult
to unpack and deal with.

Nonetheless, an attempt will be
made to do so by highlighting a
few pertinent thoughts. One
should perhaps underline that our
father’s – the Imam – death was
deeply felt, and it is an event that
remains etched in our memories
and an issue that each of us tries
to grapple with emotionally. So
the question that confronts one is:
how to start or, rather, where to
begin?

It might be good to start with a
previous event that eventually led
to our father’s killing at the hands
of the Security Branch, 123 days
later.

On Wednesday morning, May
28, 1969, the day that coincided
with the celebration of the birth of
Prophet Muhammad (SAW), our
father was willfully taken away
from our home that was located in
Repulse Road, Crawford.

As soon as that occurred, the
news about his custody had an im-
mediate impact on us as a family,
especially our dear mother as well
as the devoted congregation at Al-
Jaamia Masjid, where he presided
as imam since 1955.

Throughout the period of our
father’s incarceration, none of us,
even after having made several at-
tempts, saw him again.

As far as is known a few petty
criminals, the wardens, and, of
course, the notorious SB who had
picked him up and had interro-
gated him had that privilege!

Daily food was sent to Caledon
Square prison where he was kept
for a long while but even those
who took the food did not have
the opportunity to have a glimpse
of him.

We should, however, state that
my cousin Kulthum’s Yusuf Ab-
dullatief, who subsequently be-
came an imam at the masjid, one
day decided to walk alongside the
prison and call out his name.

Boeta Yusie, as we called him,

shouted out loud since we saw no
policemen nearby and suddenly
we heard our father’s voice.

We asked how he was and he
deflected the question by saying
that we should take care and see
that his father, Amardien, and our
mum are okay and that we should
not worry as everything will be in
order.

This happening, we, both Boeta
Yusie and I, remember quite
vividly; this was the only time
when we had ‘contact’ with him
from below; that is standing along
the prison’s wall and he shouting
from above.

After that incident, we never
heard from or about him; the only
time we did hear about him was
when the dishonorable SB came by
towards Saturday evening, on Sep-
tember 27, 1969 and informed us
about our father’s tragic death.

The sad news, as expected, had
a devastating effect on our mother
and on us all; it was as if we too
died the moment we heard the
news.

Many thoughts raced through
our minds as a family, questioning
what had happened. Of course,
our gut feeling, then and now, was
that they had murdered him. The
excuse that he fell from the stair-
case made no sense, and we knew
that was but a smokescreen to get
us off their backs and not chal-
lenging their report.

It was difficult to have heard
the information from these dis-
graceful hoodlums who worked
for and served the interest of the
apartheid state – a despicable sys-
tem that was also approved of by
the European states that ‘legally’
traded with this inhumane regime.

In any case, the news about his
death travelled far and wide, and
we all – our families and Al-
Jaamia Masjid congregants –
could not stop the tears from flow-
ing, nor could any of us stop our-
selves from expressing our
deep-seated anger and entrenched
rage.

From among the congregants
there were those who openly
called for hounding out the ‘sleep-
ers’ or the ‘political pimps’ who
had spied on the Imam.

Though this did not happen, it
highlighted the extent of their re-
sentment of a brutal system that
they so much feared.

On Sunday, September 28,
1969, the family and friends gath-
ered at the house to express their
condolences; and as is the custom
on such occasions, the Quran was
melodiously and continuously re-
cited alongside intense supplica-
tions for and on my father’s soul.

The morning of that day,
pathologists and others were
called to inspect his body that was
lying in the Mowbray morgue.
These specialists issued their re-
ports that were basically in line
with what the SB and the state
wanted to hear. We, as the family,
had other thoughts in mind about
the cause of his death.

When our father’s body was
brought to the house on Septem-
ber 29, 1969, to be washed as per
Muslim rites, those of us – family
and very close friends – who were
permitted in the room where the
body was about to be washed wit-
nessed the fresh bruises that stared
us all in the face.

The SB’s deviously constructed
arguments were unable to stand
up against what was seen. The eld-
erly gentlemen, such as Boeta
Abdol and others, were in tears as
they washed our father’s body.

After it was wrapped up as per
Muslim custom, the mayet was
taken to City Park Stadium, which
was opposite the house, and where
the ritual prayer for the dead
(janazah salaah) took place.

Before that ritual was per-
formed, many individuals, such as
Mr Shabir Seria, of Muslim As-
sembly, and others addressed the
crowd.

They spoke about the sacrifices
that the Imam had made and the
person that he was. Imam Salim
Davids, one of the Imam’s loyal
students, performed the ritual, and
soon thereafter, the crowd
marched with his bier from the
stadium to Mowbray cemetery
many kilometres away.

While at the graveyard, one
could hear individuals conveying
their fury at the state but also
knowing that none of them could

do anything; they were literally
helpless.

Important to recall is the fact
that Mr James Matthews, who
worked alongside the Imam at
Muslim News, produced a four-
pager during that time, which he
did to pay ‘Tribute to a Humble
Man’.

In addition, when he published
his series of short stories that ap-
peared in the Park and other sto-
ries (2019), that was reprinted by
Khanya College, he included a
story that captured the Imam’s
mayet as it was lying in state at the
stadium and as they marched with
it to the graveyard.

For the record, and a fact that
is not widely known, the SB had
the audacity to want our father’s
body to be buried in the top sec-
tion of the cemetery, where the
criminals and many unknown fig-
ures are buried.

As far as is known, there was a
controversy about where he had to
be buried; and, fortunately, one of
the Imam’s congregants came to
the Haron family’s rescue.

Boeta Mogamad Bhai – as he
was fondly known – saw to it that
one of his family grave sites that
was located near the lower en-
trance be set aside; and this is
where the Imam lies buried.

Sometime after the burial took
place, the earth responded. A
tremor was felt across the Cape
with its epicentre in Tulbagh. The
event was the talk of the town and
some interpreted it as the
Almighty’s answer to the Imam’s
killing.

Though rationalists still hold a
different view, those who are mys-
tically and spiritually oriented be-
lieve that the Almighty was more
than displeased with the manner
in which the Imam was treated.

As the days and months
dragged on, we could feel the
throbbing ache and agonising pain
that pierced our inner selves. We
had to adapt to the aftermath of
our father’s tragic death, and had
to deal with other issues that came
along.

Sadly, there were other issues
that we, as a family, had to tackle
as time moved on.

Here we mention two:
The first issue that we had to

reluctantly accept was the 1970
inquest’s outcome, and we recall
that Reverend Wrankmore fasted
for many days in protest against
its questionable findings. Interest-
ingly, a small Muslim organisation
spoke out against the sincere rev-
erend’s act.

The second issue was that since
the Imam had not written out a
will, its effects were palpable.

This insolent state did not
recognise Muslim marriages and
thus regarded the marriage be-
tween our father and mother as il-
legal.

On top of that, we – as their
children – were considered illegit-
imate. Those religious personali-
ties, who led the Muslim Judicial
Council at that time, did not say a
word – except for Shaikh Nazeem
Mohamed, who made special
pleas – when the state made the
Imam’s brother and sisters the ex-
ecutors.

The outcome of this was that
the house, which the Imam and his
wife built – after having been
thrown out of their lower Clare-
mont home by the Group Areas
Act – was sold. Our mother had to
pack up and live with her mother;
my younger sister went to stay
with her and I was forced to stay
with a friend of my father, Joe
Arnold.

Leaving aside these thoughts
and finally wrapping up this short
essay, we can say that since then
though we have moved on in life
and matured, those memories re-
main alive in our minds.

Now that we look back at the
past through our personal lenses,
we continuously ask why things
turned out the way they did.

While we search for answers
about the way our father was
killed, we are quite certain that
our father died as a martyr for a
just cause and we are convinced
that he was fully aware of what he
was doing since he committed
himself to uphold social justice for
all.
Muhammed Haron is Professor
of Religious Studies at University
of Botswana.

Imam Abdullah Haron’s death: its impact
on his close family members (and beyond)
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I was graciously asked by my
 sister, Fatiema, cousin Kareem
and Shuroor to say a few words.
I wasn’t keen to talk today but
my good friend, Malam, said to
me: ‘Jy is nie dom nie. Jy kan
mos praat.’ (You’re not dumb.
You can talk.)

This masjid brings back vivid
memories. After Taraweeh
prayers, when it was hot, the
youngsters would all run to Ha-
jawani’s shop opposite the masjid
to buy sweets and ice lollies, and
the jamaah would all congregate
in front of the shop and the
mosque. And some days, the kids
had to go to madrasah at Talfalah
School, in Draper Street, and we
would run though the alleyway

behind the shop and between the
houses to get there. Today, we
would not even attempt to go
through the alleyway.

Draper Street was a magnet as
many wonderful families lived
there, including my Tietie Amiena,
Aunty Suwayba and who can for-
get the exuberant Galant families.
Mummy used to say to Daddy,
‘Gaan jy alweer na die Galante!’
(Are you going to the Galants
again.)

On Eid days, when my father
came home from the Eid salaah,
he would be followed in tow by
lots of little boys of various ages,
with white kufeyas on their heads.
I’m sure some of those boys are
here today.

They would say amongst each
other, ‘Ons is met die imam want
ons kry lekker slamat van die
mense.’ (We are with the imam be-
cause we get generous slamat from
the people.)

Then they would gather outside
on the corner and count their
money! They also used to laugh
and say, ‘Ons het die maan gesien;
Imam se bles kop.’ (We saw the
[new] moon; Imam’s bald head.)

My father was firm with me.
One day after school, when I
walked home from Oaklands
High School, I took off my scarf.
When he saw me, he sternly re-
buked me: ‘Waar is jou doekie?
Dit moet op jou kop wees, nie in
jou sak nie!’ (Where is your scarf?

It should be on your head, not in
your pocket/ bag.)

At night, he made me sit at the
table and read the Quran. Some-
times, I would pretend to fall
asleep. We had a neighbour oppo-
site who introduced me to the
piano, and my father was in
favour of it and I eventually at-
tended the Royal School of Music,
in Mowbray. My cousins were al-
ways excited when I entertained
them on the piano.

That piano is now in my home
in London and, yes, I still play the
piano.

We cannot forget our dear
teachers, Boeta Hiema [late Imam
Ebrahim Davids] and Boeta
Saliem [Davids] who were instru-
mental in our Islamic education.
They were dedicated and strict
teachers to all who attended their
classes.

I also have fond memories of
the shop in Waterloo Road, where
my cousins Hardy and Mustafa
and I were sent by Tietie to sell the
Cape Argus up and down Water-
loo Road. ‘Don’t come back until
you sold them all,’ she said. She
was strict, too.

When I was 17, I went on Hajj
with my cousin, Zainunisa, and
her family, and it was in Makkah
I last saw my father. There, I also
met his aunty who looked after
him. That was 1969. After Hajj,
when all the hujaaj went home, I
went to stay with the Kutbi family,

whom I am indebted to, and from
there I went to London. There, I
was looked after by Haj Gabeba
and Haj Ganief Abrahams and
their family. They were my other
family and I am eternally grateful
to them. But I missed my parents
and Fatie and Muhammed very
much. I remember fondly cuddling
Fatie when we went to sleep.

In London, I finished my stud-
ies as a radiographer.

Somewhere along life’s high-
way, I married Ashur [Shamis],
who is Libyan, and we have three
sons and one daughter: Abdullah,
Khalid, Jehad and Zainab.

Ashur has a sense of humour
which reminds me of my father.

My mother visited us often in
London and her good friend, Juf-
frou Galant, would be her travel
companion, and not forgetting our
dear cousin Zainal.

We entertained many guests in
London so the link with Cape
Town was very strong. My dear
cousin Fatiema Sadan even made
my 50th birthday cake in Cape
Town and brought it to me in Lon-
don as a surprise.

The 50 years in London came
with many bumps in the road. The
time Ashur was on the ‘most
wanted list’ of Muammar
Gaddafi’s hit squad comes vividly
to me. He had to go into hiding
while I looked after the children.

Alhamdulillah, we are now
grandparents of a small United

Nations group of 11 grandchil-
dren, and they include the DNA of
South Africa, Libya, Turkey, Por-
tugal, India and Mozambique.

I’ve lived in London for as long
as my father has passed away but
Cape Town kept pulling us back.

Whenever I come to Cape
Town, my sister would say: ‘Oo,
Tietie gan alweer die familie en
vriende op soek.’ (Oh, Tietie is
going to look up the family and
friends again.) It is a joy for me to
look you up.

This community is still very
strong, uplifting and vibrant, with
Allah’s qudrah.

On behalf of the Shamis, Haron
and Sadan families, I want to say
that our hearts are spilling over
like an active volcano, with love
and gratitude to you all. An active
volcano never stops.

May Allah’s mercy and
barakah protect you all.

Last but not least, to my dearest
sister Fatiema, no words can ex-
press and thank you for keeping
our father’s memory going. May
Allah reward you abundantly and
give you health and strength to
carry on.

Also, to her husband, Ganief,
and his parents, Aunty Hajira and
Uncle Fuad, and Muhammad Yus-
rie, shukran katheeran for being
there for Fatie and Mummy.

And Mumtaz and Muhammed,
and your sons and grandchildren,
may Almighty protect you all.

Imam’s eldest daughter speaks about her childhood and London
SHAMELA Haron-Shamis,
the eldest daughter of
Imam Abdullah Haron,
spoke at the reunion of the
Tamat Group of 1961/1962,
on Sunday, September 15,
at Al Jaamia Masjid, in
Stegman Road, Claremont,
where she reminisced
about her childhood and
being away from her
mother, Galiema, and
 siblings for 50 years, and
offered thanks for all the
support the Haron family
was given following their
father’s brutal killing in
 detention.
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This week, on Tuesday,
 September 24, we marked
 Heritage Day, celebrating our
 nation’s diversity and our
 heritage. Our heritage is the spirit
of ubuntu or ‘humanity to
 others’. It is about being
 compassionate, about deepening
our understanding of our society
while simultaneously empathising
with the challenges faced by
those around us.

It is about implementing the
golden rule, of loving for others
what we love for ourselves. It is
about what the Quran refers to as
justice and goodness. Our heritage
is the legacy of struggle against op-
pression and injustice, which de-
fines our historical identity and
lies at the heart of our moral well-
being. South Africa is recognised
worldwide for the noble struggle
of our people for justice against in-
equality and apartheid. It is a
struggle of which the conscien-
tious Muslims have always been
an integral part – from the time of
Shaikh Yusuf, through Tuang
Guru to the hallowed history of
Imam Abdullah Haron.

Today, September 27, is exactly
50 years to the day, that Imam
Haron gave his life in pursuit of
justice and the fight against
tyranny.

But who was Imam Abdullah
Haron? He was born in 1924 and
lost his mother, Aisha, in infancy.
He was reared by his loving aunt,
Mariam. He was tutored in
Makkah by the likes of Shaikh
Abdurrahman al-Alawi al-Maliki,
and studied locally under Shaikh
Abdullah Taha Gamieldien and
Shaikh Ismail Ganief.

He became Hafidh-ul-Quran at
the age of 14. At 31, he became
the imam of Al-Jaamia Mosque, in
Claremont. He was a senior mem-
ber of the Muslim Judicial Council
(MJC) of the time. He was killed
for his convictions at age 45.

Imam Abdullah Haron is in-
deed a model of a man whose life

we should know.
As imam and spiritual leader of

Al-Jaamia Mosque, in Claremont,
Imam Haron promoted youth pro-
grammes, initiated adult male and
female classes, organised study cir-
cles, encouraged women to partic-
ipate in mosque activities, created
discussion groups, established the
progressive Claremont Muslim
Youth Association, published the
monthly bulletin Islamic Mirror,
and co-founded and edited a fort-
nightly newspaper, Muslim News.

Through all these, he addressed
spiritual, cultural, religious, social
and political issues.

All of these played a functional
role in the Imam engaging the
community, informing the com-
munity, binding the community
and enlightening the community.

Imam Haron was a person who
loved to constantly recite the
Quran. He fasted every Monday
and Thursday, and his spiritual
consciousness demanded that he
engage the world around him in a
most proactive manner.

The Quran therefore informed
Imam Haron’s spirituality, and this
imbued his life with clarity of
moral purpose, and was reflected
through his social engagement
rather than withdrawal from soci-
ety. Imam Haron was among
those kind of believers of whom
the Prophet (SAW) said: ‘A Mus-
lim who mixes with people gets,
involved in society and patiently
bears the trials and hurts that goes
with social life is better than one
who abstains from getting socially
involved and avoids those tribula-

tions.’ (Musnad Ahmed, Tirmidhi)
Imam Haron’s commitment to

community and his engagement in
Islamic propagation are two hall-
marks of his legacy:

One was his uncompromising
stand when the government’s
Group Areas Act was threatening
the Al-Jaamia Mosque by forced
removals. He boldly said, ‘The
precincts of the mosque are invio-
lable and the building sacred for-
ever. No mosque can be sold or
destroyed.’ The other was his pas-
sion to promote the deen. His ca-
pacity to go into the ‘townships’
such as Langa and Nyanga and
convey the message of Islam, and
make dawah to those people who
were most marginalised and most
neglected. He did it at a time when
it was not ‘fashionable’ nor ‘polit-
ically correct’ to do so and, despite
the dangers he faced, he did what
he did because his integrity out-
weighed his fears.

Imam Haron thus connected
with all segments of society,
reached out to all, irrespective of
colour, gender, age or creed.

Much of what he did was re-
markably exemplary: his primary
focus on empowering the youth;
his concern for the wellbeing of
society; his capacity for dawah in
areas most often abandoned and
ignored; his ability to reconcile his
anti-apartheid activism with his
duties as imam; his capacity to
break down racial barriers; his ef-
forts at securing aid for the fami-
lies of freedom fighters; and his
unique grace of creating inter-faith
connection.

All this was remarkable indeed.
Imam Haron’s activism personi-
fied the ethical message of the
Quran that he had memorised.
Bearing witness (shahadah) is the
foundation of our Islamic value
system and Imam Haron lived the
shahadah to his dying moment.

Imam Haron certainly perpetu-
ated the command of which we
are reminded every Jumuah: ‘Cer-
tainly, Allah commands justice
and goodness and magnanimity to
near ones. Allah forbids evil, cor-
ruption and injustice, admonish-
ing you so that you may reflect.’
(Quran 16:90) Imam Haron was a
valiant voice against the oppres-
sion of the racist apartheid regime,
his words still echo in the memo-
ries of freedom fighters: ‘These
apartheid laws are a complete
negation of the fundamental prin-
ciples of Islam… they are designed
to cripple us educationally, politi-
cally and economically. We cannot
accept this type of enslavement.’

Imam Haron had the courage
of his conviction to speak truth to
power even at the cost of his life.

He spoke the words that he
spoke and did the deeds that he
did when it was definitely not easy,
and certainly not convenient. He
did so, risking arrest, detention,
torture, exile or even death; but he
realised that ultimate accountabil-
ity is only to Allah.

The Imam was neither defeated
nor conquered by his captors or
his torturers. They killed his body
but his mission is alive; they si-
lenced his voice but his message
continues to inspire.

His body lies buried but his
spirit of sacrifice lives on. It lives
in every person he taught and
helped, young or old, male or fe-
male.

It lives in every poor home he
visited, whether in Manenberg or
in Langa, in every life he touched,
whether Muslim or not.

It is little wonder that it was the
first time in the history at St Paul’s
Cathedral in London, that a spe-
cial prayer was held for a Muslim
at a memorial service conducted
for Imam Haron on October 6,
1969.

There, the exiled priest, Canon
Collins, said, ‘Imam Haron is a
martyr, a victim of the appalling
racial system of South Africa. He
was doing work for the victims of
persecution.’

Let us not forget Reverend
Bernard Wrankmore, who fasted
for 67 days at the Shaikh Mo-
hammed Gaibi Shah karamat
(tomb) on Signal Hill, in protest,
demanding a judicial inquiry into
the killing of Imam Haron in po-
lice detention.

Imam Haron was indeed a liv-
ing embodiment of ubuntu – hu-
manity to others – consciously
caring, compassionate with a deep
understanding of the needs of so-
ciety. Through commemorating
his life, we also salute all those
thousands who fought for justice,
and those 141 who died in deten-
tion. Imam Haron recognised, that
we as people of faith should al-
ways be a voice of conscience, ac-
tivists for freedom and justice.

We are supposed to reflect the
mission of the prophets, of which
Allah reminds us in Surah Hadeed:
‘We have indeed sent messengers
(throughout history) with clear
messages and have revealed with
them the book and the balance so
that humanity may live with jus-
tice.’ (Quran 57:25)

Imam Haron embodied that
message. He is indeed a revolu-
tionary hero in our historic strug-
gle against injustice in South
Africa. Imam Abdullah Haron is a
man whose life we should know,
about whom our children should
be taught, a personality our grand-
children should remember and an
icon our nation should never for-
get. Insha Allah, the legacy lives
on.
Issued by the Imam Haron
 Foundation.

Joint khutbah pays tribute to Imam Haron

Imam Abdullah Haron surrounded by his students at the madrassah in Newlands. Photo ARCHIVE

THIS is an abridged version
of a joint khutbah that was
delivered at mosques
throughout the Western
Cape on September 27,
2019, to commemorate 
50 years after the death in
detention of Ash-Shaheed
Imam Abdullah Haron.
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CASSIEM KHAN
2019 marks the 50th year since
the killing of Imam Haron in
 police custody. The children and
grandchildren of Imam Haron
decided to commemorate this
event by inviting supporters and
family members to establish the
Imam Haron 50th
 Commemoration Committee –
IH50thCC.

The purpose of this committee
is to plan and organise events to
inform and educate the public on
the life and legacy of Ash Shaheed
Imam Abdullah Haron.

From the onset, the advice from
the committee was that the events
should be inclusive, that new au-
diences should be reached and that
its events must include all those
killed in apartheid police custody,
specifically those held under Sec-
tion 6 of the Terrorism Act.

After a visit from Judge Seraj
Desai to the family home, in De-
cember 2018, the widow of Imam
Haron, Aunty Galiema, agreed
that she wants the 1970 inquest
into the killing of the Imam Haron
reopened.

This decision was publicly an-
nounced at a press conference on
February 8, 2019, in the presence
of Judge Desai, Truth and Recon-
ciliation Commissioners (TRC),

Yasmin Sooka and Mary Burton,
and a wide range of dignitaries
from the faith-based, political,
sport and educational spheres.

Notable on the panel at the
press conference with Fatiema
Haron, were Nkosinathi Biko,
Lukhanyo Calata, Imtiaz Cajee
and Amon Kgoathe whose father
was also killed in 1969.

This public display of collective
support for the Haron family,
from the families of victims of
apartheid crimes has now grown
into a formidable group of fami-
lies that are demanding justice.

They have engaged the new Na-
tional Director of Public Prosecu-
tions and have released statements
calling on the minister of justice
and the president to act on the
TRC recommendations for further
investigations and prosecutions.

The demand for justice for vic-
tims of apartheid crimes is accom-
panied by public awareness, and
educational activities. This, we be-
lieve, will create public support for
seeking justice for families.

The approach of the 50th Com-
memoration Committee is how-
ever different from previous
commemorations as it sought to
present the multi-faceted nature of
this great leader.

The committee presents to the
public, Imam Haron on the sports

field, his support of the arts, in
continuous education, community
development, in the political un-
derground, close collaboration
with people from various faiths
and political persuasions, and how
he transcended the barriers of
race, thereby undermining, the
apartheid government through a
broad and inclusive approach.

Despite the fact that several of
its members have produced credi-
ble research, and have a long his-
tory of writing and speaking about
the life of Imam Haron, the com-
mittee members do not claim that
they know everything about Imam
Haron. They have, in fact, sought
to give voice to individuals who
knew Imam as associates, stu-
dents, family members, fellow ac-
tivists and found a powerful, rich
legacy. This will be produced into
a book and published later this
year.

A collection of essays accompa-
nied an original piece of writing by
Imam Haron on Ramadaan, and
was published in this holy month.

The Spice Mecca Ramadaan
Expo, on the Freedom Day week-
end, gave great impetus to this ini-
tiative of taking Imam to the
masses, celebrating his life
through, a dedicated khutbah, a
photographic exhibition, freedom
awards to struggle veterans and to

families of victims of apartheid
crimes, with extensive media cov-
erage.

Our thanks to Shreef Abbas for
his enthusiastic support and en-
couragement.

This theme of going to commu-
nities where Imam had worked
continued.

A Sharpeville Day (aka Human
Rights Day) address in Langa,
joining the community of Manen-
burg, Gugulethu, Salt River, Clare-
mont and Maitland in
remembering Imam Haron met
our objective of increasing the
range of the audience, and intro-
ducing Imam Haron to new com-
munities.

The #IH50CC actively sought
partnerships and encouraged any
person or group to take the lead
while providing support. This ap-
proach, the committee felt sought
to support the organic nature of
the legacy of the Imam and will
sustain it long after the #IH50CC
is no longer in existence.

The #IH50CC also engaged the
city, the province and national
leaders. A travelling exhibition
was launched in collaboration
with the province, and Heritage
Western Cape approved the decla-
ration of the gravesite and Al
Jaamia Mosque as heritage sites.
This is now formally gazetted.

Several mosques held dedicated
khutbahs, notably Masjidul Quds
and Claremont Main Road
Mosque.

The support of the Muslim
radio stations, VOCFM, Salaam
Media, Radio 786 and Radio
Islam has contributed greatly to
promoting the life and legacy of
Imam Haron. This included dedi-
cated programmes, regular up-
dates and live outside broadcasts
by VOCFM and Radio 786.

The contribution of Muslim
Views in publishing relevant arti-
cles in every edition for the 50th
year is immensely appreciated.
The ongoing support and dedica-
tion of its editor, Farid Sayed, in
ensuring all events relating to
Imam Haron for the past few
decades got coverage, were priori-
tised and presented with journal-
istic integrity.

If there is a quotation that cap-
tures the relevance of Imam Haron
in our times, it is from Bonte-
heuwel community leader, Henri-
ette Abrahams, who said that we
do not need the army in our town-
ships to deal with gang violence,
we need an army of Imam Harons.
Cassiem Khan is the co-ordinator
of the Imam Haron 50th
 Commemoration Committee
under the auspices of the Imam
Haron Foundation.

We need an army of Imam Harons
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SHARAN KARRIEM spoke
on behalf of the 1961/ 1962 
Al Jaamia Tamat Group at a
reunion on Sunday,
 September 15, at the masjid
in Stegman Road,
 Claremont, where the
 ceremony was held almost
60 years ago. This event
was arranged to pay tribute
to their ustaads, Imam
 Abdullah Haron, Imam
Saliem Davids and Imam
Ebrahim Davids, and also
commemorated the 50th
year of the martyrdom of
Imam Haron.

In January 1961 and December
1962, a group of four and a group
of eight children, respectively,
were identified, trained and pre-
pared for tamat occasions by
Imams Ebrahim ‘Sep’ and Saliem
Davids, and Imam Haron.

The preparation stretched over
a period of about two years. Imam
Sep focused on Jurisprudence
(Fiq), Tawhid and Akhlaaq, and
Imam Saliem’s focus was on qirah.
These lesson were done during the
week and, later on, some week-
ends were utilised.

Imam Haron focused on
Tajweed, and he taught us every
Sunday morning, from about 9 
o’clock until before Dhuhr, for
about two years.

Our dearly beloved parents
provided all the support, encour-
agement and love, including con-
stant urging and coercing, and
sometimes using threats to get us
up to attend the classes, especially
on Sunday mornings, when we
had to get up early and walk to
Laurier Road, Lansdowne, to the
Imam’s residence.

May Allah in His infinite mercy
and grace give our beloved parents
a high place in Jannah, Ameen,
Insha Allah.

We would meet in Draper
Street, except for Dr Suroor, who
lived in Lansdowne. I walked from
Palmboom Road, Newlands, to
meet the group in Draper Street.

I unashamedly confess that I
went to Shaikh Ganief’s house
first, simply because I knew his
beloved mother would, as soon as
I stepped in, offer me some koe-
sisters, my breakfast for the morn-
ing.

All the moms were so gracious
and kind to us, seeing us off on
our long walk to the Imam’s
house.

We owe an inestimable  amount
of gratitude to the Imam’s wife
and children for sacrificing valu-
able quality family time with hus-
band and their father every
Sunday morning so that he could
prepare us for this occasion.

Eventually, on one Sunday
morning, Al Jaamia Masjid and
the grounds and streets around
were packed to capacity, awaiting
the candidates for the tamat. The
Draper Street group – Mogamad
Sadan, Salie and Ismail Galant,
Shaikh Ganief Moos and Dr Ka-
reem Deaney – walked up Draper
Street, down the Main Road and
then turned into Stegman Road,
followed by a large entourage of
family, friends and well wishers.

They met the rest of the group
at the home of Mogamat Majiet,
from where we proceeded to the
masjid. Of course, the media was
there to record the events.

All the candidates successfully
completed the assessments and the
gathering all enjoyed the delicacies
prepared by the families.

In order to understand why
these beloved teachers of ours did
what they did, why they focused
their attention on us, amongst the
other myriad of things they did,
what motivated them, one has to
pay attention to the words of Nabi

Muhammad (SAW).
Did you know that teens have a

special place in the sight of Allah
SWT and His Prophet (SAW)?

In a hadith reported by Imam
Al Bukhari and Muslim, the
Prophet (SAW) mentioned seven
groups of people who will be given
shade on the Day of Judgement.
Among them are the teens who
spent their youth worshipping
Allah SWT and obeying Him.

Subhanallah! Such is the status
of the youth in Islam. The youth of
today are the torchbearers of to-
morrow. Just imagine the pro-
found impact they could bring
about if we include them in our ac-
tivities at the masjid or in our com-
munity welfare organisations.

It would foster in them a deep
sense of empathy towards the
community and a keenness to
serve it. It would also be a display
of the positivity of these youths
and steadfastness in their faith, in-
spiring them to be an ummah of
excellence.

Look at how the Prophet
(SAW) cultivated their potential
during his time by putting them in
charge of several important tasks
because he had confidence in their
ability to perform their duties well.

If we read the seerah of the
Prophet (SAW), we will find that
he designated important roles to
many of his young Companions,
such as Ali Ibn Abi Talib and Ab-
dullah Ibn Abi Bakr.

In the same way, the Imam,
Boeta Hiema and Boeta Saliem, I
think, knew that they had a partic-
ular responsibility to develop the
youth and to allow whatever gifts
and abilities in the different areas
they possessed, to be nurtured and
developed.

Hence, occasions such as the
tamat ceremonies and the variety
of community outreach pro-
grammes in sport, public speaking,
Quranic recitation and dhikr they
encouraged young people to be-
come involved in.

And that is our task today as
parents, grandparents, family
members and friends. Instead of
letting their strengths go to waste,
we should give them our trust, en-
couragement and the opportunity
to utilise and hone their skills,
thereby improving their ability to
contribute to society.

Let us also help to shape their
characters by instilling in them the
best of morals. The Prophet (SAW)
said: ‘Verily, Allah is pleased with
a young person who is not inclined
towards sin.’ (i.e. one who grows
up in the obedience of Allah
Ta’Ala ) (Hadith reported by
Imam Ahmad and At-Tabrani)

The youth of today face so
many different challenges, unique
challenges which we may not have
experienced during our time.

For instance, the influence of
social media is undeniably one of
the most pressing issues of today.
When one does not manage his
time properly, it will be wasted in-
dulging in online activities. This,
without a doubt,  can even be wit-
nessed among adults.

We ask Allah SWT to protect us
and our families, and to grant us
His guidance, Ameen.

Looking at current events, the
Imam and his students would have
been vigorously opposed to the
kinds of social pathologies that we
are experiencing today; the callous
disregard for life, for the violence
we are experiencing, especially
against women and against mi-
grants.

In the way that they spoke truth
to power in the days of apartheid,
it was inevitable that those who
could not handle truth and justice
would want to destroy them.

Those in power today should
not believe that they are politically
untouchable by the ordinary citi-
zens of South Africa. If we allow
this belief to grow and fester
within our society’s psyche, it will
make us as citizens, morally re-
sponsible for the failures of our
country.

In conclusion I want to thank
you for gracing this occasion with
your presence.

Al Jaamia Tamat Group pays tribute to ustaads

Imam Haron’s eldest daughter, Shamela Shamis, speaking at the reunion of the
1961/ 1962 Tamat group at Al Jaamia Masjid, in Stegman Road, Claremont,
 reminisced about her years growing up in the area. She was in London, where
she went to further her studies, when news was given to her of Imam’s death in
detention. Photo FUAD DEANEY

Family and friends joined the students of Imam Abdullah Haron, Imam Ebrahim ‘Sep’ Davids and Imam Saliem Davids in a moving tribute to the teachers at a reunion of the 1961/ 1962 Tamat group at Al Jaamia
Masjid, in Stegman Road, Claremont, on Sunday, September 15.

Photo FUAD DEANEY. Visit Fuad Deaney’s Facebook page for a full selection of photographs of the Tamat group reunion.

The 1961/ 62 Al Jaamia Tamat group held a reunion at the masjid in Stegman
Road, Claremont, on Sunday, September 15, to pay tribute to their teachers,  Imam
 Abdullah Haron, Imam Ebrahim ‘Sep’ Davids and Imam Saliem Davids. The group,
with the family of their teachers, back (from left): Fareed Galant, Dr Karriem
Deaney, Shamela Haron, Fatiema Haron-Masoet, Imam Ismaeel Davids, the son of
Imam Ebrahim Davids, and Shaikh Ganief Moos. Front (from left): Dr Shuroor
Solomons, Ebrahim Damon, Yusuf Adams, Mogamat Majiet, Mogamat Sadan,
 Sharan Karriem and Salie Galant. Photo FUAD DEANEY
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MUFTI SAYED
HAROON AL AZHARI

HERITAGE month is a perfect
time to celebrate our heritage in
the wider context of our people
by reflecting upon the lives of our
heroes, specifically Imam Husain
(AS) and Imam Abdullah Haron
(RA).

History repeated itself, with
Imam Haron finding himself in
stark opposition with the authori-
ties of his day, just like the blessed
household of Rasoolullah (SAW).

They were massacred on the
lands of Karbala by the tyrannical
Yazeedi government for their po-
litical beliefs, and so too was our
very own freedom fighter, Imam
Haron.

He was tortured for 123 days
then murdered on September 27,
1969, by the Security Branch of
the unjust apartheid government.

While paying with their lives,
they left us with a timeless legacy
of how to stand for social justice
in the face of tyranny, instead of
living on our knees.

With the forces of oppression
trying tirelessly to sideline, censor
and, at times, bury the message
and the contributions of these he-
roes, we are duty-bound to contin-
uously remind humanity of their
great sacrifices.

When forces of justice stand
against the forces of oppression,
Allah wants us to acknowledge

these events as the ‘days of God’
and gives the instruction to com-
memorate it by saying: ‘Remind
the people of the days of Allah.’
(Quran 15:5)

The historical precedence of
sacrifice, education and inclusive-
ness was set by the Master (SAW),
in ‘the case of Mubahala’ (invoca-
tion), where Allah tells him to take
action and challenge the forces of
falsehood by standing up for jus-
tice: Say, ‘Come, let us call our
sons and your sons, our women
and your women, ourselves and
yourselves, then we all invoke and
let the curse of Allah be upon the
liars.’ (Quran 3:61)

We learn from the incident of
‘Mubahala’ that the Prophet stood

for justice and educated us that in-
tegrity is everything. He was phys-
ically in the frontlines of the
invocation, along with his son-in-
law Ali (AS).

He also included his daughter,
Lady Fatima (AS) and the youth,
Imam Hasan and Imam Husain
(AS) as active members in the
struggle for justice.

Indeed, he was willing to sacri-
fice himself and those most
beloved to him for the cause of lib-
eration.

Benchmarking on that which
Prophet Muhammad (SAW) stood
for, lived by and spread through
education, Imam Husain used this
model at Karbala, and Imam
Haron resonated with it: a model

of social justice, founded on the
pure values of Islam.

Here we see education through
the example of self-sacrifice for
one’s values, integrity for the cause
of justice and inclusiveness of
women and youth as active partic-
ipants of the community.

Imam Haron used his position
as the imam of Al-Jaamia Mosque,
in Claremont (Stegman Road), as
a platform to educate males and
females, as well as facilitating
women to participate in executive
roles of the masjid.

He organised the Claremont
Muslim Youth Association
(CMYA), which published a bul-
letin called the Islamic Mirror on
a monthly basis.

Imam Haron alongside Mr
Abdul-Rashid Sayed, Mr Zubair
Sayed and others founded Muslim
News – a newspaper that preceded
Muslim Views – in 1959, of which
Imam Haron then became the ed-
itor.

He used this as another plat-
form through which a wider audi-
ence could be educated about the
socio-political injustices that were
being perpetrated.

According to Imam Haron, the
apartheid laws were ‘inhuman,
barbaric and un-Islamic’ and
‘were a complete negation on the
fundamental principles of Islam ...
designed to cripple us education-
ally, politically and economically...
We cannot accept enslavement.’

(Said on May 7, 1961, in the Drill
Hall, Cape Town.)

Imam Haron lived the life of
Imam Husain as the great Khwaja
once described: ‘The Protector of
faith is Husain.

‘He offered his head for the up-
keep of Islam but not his hand to
Yazid.

‘Indeed, Husain is the founda-
tion of La-ilaha ilallah.’

Similar to the price that Imam
Husain paid on the day of Karbala
to preserve the true principles of
Islam, so too did Imam Haron; al-
most like a candle, burning him-
self to grant us a brighter, liberated
South Africa.

The lesson we take from these
heroes is that we should be people
of integrity who stand for justice
even if at a high price.

Our societies should be inclu-
sive of youth and women for they
are active members of society who
contribute dearly to the progress,
development and transformation
of our societies.

A poet said: ‘In the murder of
Imam Husain lies the death of
Yazid, for Islam is revived after
every Karbala.’

Accordingly, in the murder of
Imam Haron, lies the death of the
apartheid government and the re-
vival of social justice.
Mufti Sayed Haroon Al Azhari is
the head of Cape Town Ulama
Board of the Cape Town Islamic
Educational Centre (CTIEC).

Parallels of social justice: a tribute to Imam Husain (AS) via Imam Abdullah Haron (RA)

Honouring the culture and rich heritage of the Bo-Kaap area  as well as its residents, 
our Hotel Lobby area as well as 126 Cape Kitchen and Café is strictly Halal. 

Our Kitchen is certified by the Islamic Council of South Africa.

• Bu�et lunch available in 126 Cape Kitchen
& Signal Hill Terrace

• Signal Hill, R475 p.p, Live music & complimentary
   welcome drink
• 126 Cape Kitchen, R325 p.p, complimentary
  welcome drink
• 50% discount for kids under 12, kids under 5yrs eat free

Christmas Day  Lunch (25th) 

New Year’s Eve
• Bu�et dinner served on Signal Hill Terrace
• R595 p.p excluding beverages
• Welcome drink on arrival
• 50% discount for kids under 12, kids under 5yrs eat free
• Live music

Year End Celebrations
• Bu�et lunch served in 126 Cape Kitchen and Café 
• R295.00 p.p.
• 1 Complimentary soft drink p.p.
• Available from the 14th November to the 13th December

on Thursdays and Fridays

Contact us to reserve your table: +27-21-4813700
or hiltoncapetown_126ckc@hilton.com

To Make a Reservation

Full pre-payment required to confirm the booking@hiltoncapetown

Christmas Eve Dinner (24th) 
• Sharing menu available in 126 Cape Kitchen

& Signal Hill Terrace
• R295 p.p
• 50% discount for kids under 12, kids under 5yrs eat free

Christmas Evening Dinner (25th) 
• Bu�et dinner available in 126 Cape Kitchen & Café
• R325 p.p
• Complimentary welcome drink
• 50% discount for kids under 12, kids under 5yrs eat free

FOODIES UNITE
MONDAY TO SUNDAY

BURGER NIGHT

Signal Hill Burger
with a complimentary a soft drink

From 12.00pm until 10.30pm
R 145 per person

Signal Hill  Lounge & Terrace

Signal Hill  Lounge & Terrace

   LET'S GO DUTCH ON BASKETS

Order two baskets and one is on us
From 12.00pm until 10.30pm

SHISA NYAMA BRAAI DAY

R 195 per person
Signal Hill  Lounge & Terrace

Tiger prawns, side salad, savoury rice
served with lemon butter, garlic butter

and peri-peri sauce

R215 per person
126 Cape Kitchen & Café

PRAWN FIESTA

Join our deep house sunset
sessions .00pm 8.00pm

An experience for 2:
Shisha, Signal Hill basket and 2 

mocktails From 12.00pm until 10 30pm

SUNSET SESSIONS

R 450
Signal Hill  Lounge & Terrace

CURRYLICIOUS BUFFET

Flavours of the East and our
favourite 126 Cape dishes

with a complimentary soft drink
From 6 30pm until 10 30pm

R 215 per person
126 Cape Kitchen & Café

Indulge in our 3 course Thali Cape Malay 
tasting experience menu 

126 Cape Kitchen & Café 
R205 per person

EXPERIENCE THE CAPE

A traditional South African braai around the pool and everyone's invited
Shisa Nyama platter 

Lamb cutlet, boerewors, beef brisket, chicken sosatie, 
pap served with chakalaka sauce

From 12.00pm until 3.00pm

Mufti Sayed Haroon Al Azhari. Photo SUPPLIED
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SIGNALLING new territory for
the Toyota Quantum, the
 Quantum VX enters the luxury-
people-carrier arena with an
 impressive array of luxury and
comfort features.

This new addition to the Quan-
tum line-up features the latest Toy-
ota Safety Sense driver-assistance
technologies along with luxury
features that will appeal to high-
end family, hospitality and corpo-
rate buyers.

Using the angular design lan-
guage of the new Quantum as a
starting point, the VX version am-
plifies the visual drama with a
large, chrome-finished radiator
grille with three horizontal slats
which flow from the stylised LED
headlamps.

A thin chrome strip bridges the
opposing LED fog lamps in the
lower front apron.

The wheel and tyre package
comprises 17-inch alloy wheels
shod with 235-60-R17 tyres.

Chrome exterior door handles
and mirrors tie in with the front
chromed elements.

The mirrors additionally fea-
ture power adjustment, auto-re-
tracting and blind spot monitoring
functions.

Moving to the rear, a promi-
nent chrome garnish, VX-badging
and LED light elements distinguish
the up-market VX variant from
the rest of the range.

The Quantum VX provides an

almost limousine-like degree of
cabin comfort and refinement for
up to eight passengers (9-seater)
with large captain’s chairs, inde-
pendent rear climate control and
multiple USB ports to keep devices
fully charged for business or enter-
tainment.

The interior layout features a
rear cabin with four individual re-
clining captain’s chairs (with arm-
rests and fold out ‘Ottoman’
leg-rests) in the second and third
rows, complemented by a three-
seat 60/40-split bench in the rear.

The luxurious interior features
quilted leather upholstery and
power-adjustment for the backrest

and fold-out ‘Ottoman’ leg-rest.
Elegant wood trim and soft blue
lighting create a premium atmos-
phere.

Driver and passengers are well
catered for with front and rear cli-
mate control, smart entry and
start, dual power-operated sliding
doors and Toyota’s Audio Visual
Navigation (AVN) touchscreen in-
fotainment system.

Along with the high level of
comfort and convenience features,
the Quantum VX features an
array of driver assistance features
as part of the Toyota Safety Sense
suite, which includes pre-collision
safety system (PCS) with pedes-

trian detection (day and night) and
cyclist detection (day only); high-
speed active cruise control; lane
departure alert; road sign assist;
and automatic high beam.

Using camera and radar sen-
sors, the PCS is designed to detect
vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists,
and assists the driver with visual
and audible warnings, braking as-
sistance or autonomous emer-
gency braking if the driver fails to
heed the warning.

The lane departure alert func-
tion will warn the driver if the sys-
tem detects that the car has
deviated from its lane with visual
and audible alerts and, if neces-

sary, provide steering assistance
via the braking system.

The system also incorporates a
road sign assist system that is able
to recognise certain speed limit
signs and display them on the
multi information display (MID)
in the instrument cluster.

Other advanced safety features
include blind-spot monitor, rear
cross-traffic alert, front and rear
parking sensors, reversing camera
with guide-lines, and nine airbags.

Along with the aforementioned
comfort and safety features, the
luxury people carrier boasts a raft
of specification items, such as 
4,2 inch multi-information dis-
play, rain-sensing wipers, LED
room lamps, power-adjustable dri-
ver’s seat, high-definition Optitron
instrumentation, auto-door lock,
steering switches, tilt and tele-
scopic steering adjustment, power
windows and rear sunshade.

Powering the Quantum VX is
Toyota’s proven four-cylinder 
2.8 GD-6 turbodiesel engine, with
outputs of 115kW @ 3600 rpm
and 420 Nm (1600 – 2200 rpm).
This torquey powerplant is mated
to a 6-speed automatic transmis-
sion driving the rear wheels.

The Toyota Quantum 2.8 LWB
VX 9-seater costs R843 600, with
a 9-services/ 90 000 kilometre
service plan provided as standard
with the warranty terms pegged at
3-year/ 100 000 kilometres.
Source: MotorPress

Toyota Quantum VX offers premium level of comfort and safety

The Quantum VX provides an almost limousine-like degree of cabin comfort and refinement for up to eight passengers 
(9-seater) with large captain’s chairs, independent rear climate control and multiple USB ports to keep devices fully charged
for business or entertainment. Photo TOYOTA SA
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WHILE drivers who appreciate
the potential of AARTO to
 increase road safety have little to
worry about with its
 implementation, it is slightly
 different for businesses.

There is still no need to panic,
however, it is important to be
aware of the changes the law en-
tails, and have a plan to deal with
the extra admin that will in-
evitably accompany AARTO for
businesses.

The primary question business
owners and fleet operators are
asking is: how will fines and sus-
pended drivers affect business?

The managing director of Mas-
terDrive, Eugene Herbert, ex-
plains: ‘If drivers are fined or
suspended, there will be more
admin for businesses. Employ-
ment contracts will need adjust-
ment to detail how this will be
handled. A proxy responsible for
reassigning the blame of an in-
fringement from the company to
the driver’s name, must be ap-
pointed.

‘Businesses will also need to
know what recourse is available if
a driver’s licence is suspended. No
company can afford to have vehi-
cles or drivers incapacitated for
months at a time.

‘Before you can appoint a
proxy, both yourself and the
proxy need to fully understand
how much responsibility they as-
sume for infringements. Addition-
ally, fines accumulated in the

driver’s personal capacity can now
impact your business, and new
guidelines around this should be
drafted.’

These are questions that Mas-
terDrive will answer in an upcom-
ing MasterClass. ‘It is essential to
educate yourself on how to pre-
pare and then manage the admin
that will inevitably accompany
AARTO. Not understanding how
to handle the new regulation can
have serious financial implications
for your business.

‘There is no reason to panic
about the implementation of
AARTO. If you prepare your busi-
ness for the changes this will
bring, you can rather focus on
how safer roads will benefit your
organisation and your drivers.’
Source: MotorPress

The effect that AARTO will have on businesses

FOLLOWING the release of the 2018/ 2019 crime
statistics, Gauteng has gained the notoriety of being
the province with the most cases of driving under
the influence of alcohol and drugs. Gauteng is also
one of the few provinces to see an increase in these
stats.

The managing director of MasterDrive, Eugene
Herbert, says despite extensive efforts to educate and
encourage drivers to avoid driving under the influ-
ence, we are not seeing the decreases we should.

‘While we shouldn’t lessen our efforts to decrease
the number of impaired drivers, we can improve our
efforts to help unimpaired drivers avoid the danger
that these drivers present,’ says Herbert.

MasterDrive provides the following tips on how
to identify and what to do, should you suspect a
driver has consumed drugs or alcohol:
l If a driver is weaving in their lane or hugging the

centre line, increase the space between your vehi-
cles and immediately put some distance between
yourselves as soon as it is safe to do so.

l Be aware the vision of drunk drivers can be se-
verely affected and you should avoid travelling in
front of these drivers. It is easy for them to make
errors in judgement.

l Additionally, avoid driving in front of a driver you
believe is impaired as they may use your car for
guidance and tailgate your vehicle, increasing the
risk of a rear-end crash.

l Conversely, do not drive too closely to a driver that
appears impaired as they often brake unnecessarily
and suddenly.

l Be cautious of impaired drivers who sometimes
overcompensate by driving too slowly for the con-
ditions.

l Pay extra attention when the drunk driver ap-
proaches intersections or four-way stops. They
tend to make errors like stopping at green lights or
may not see a stop sign at all. The same applies

when there are hazards in or close to the side of
the road. For example, the driver is likely to fail to
identify stationary vehicles.

l If you are driving on a single-lane road, rather in-
crease the distance between you and the driver
than risk overtaking them.

l Do not engage with drunk drivers. Rather focus
your attention on placing distance between your-
selves.

l If you have Bluetooth, and it will not remove your
attention from the impaired driver, call the author-
ities as soon as you can.
While we may not be as successful at reducing the

number of impaired drivers as we have hoped, we can
train ourselves how to react when we encounter them
on the road.
Source: MotorPress

Drunk drivers on the rise in Gauteng

The primary question business
 owners and fleet operators should be
asking themselves is: how will fines
and suspended drivers affect our
 businesses? Photo MARKUS SPISKE

Despite extensive efforts to educate and encourage drivers
to avoid driving under the influence, we are not seeing the
decreases we should. Photo ENERGPIC
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On the morning of Saturday,
 September 27, 1969, 50 years
ago, in the Maitland police cells,
Imam Abdullah Haron’s life was
ended at age 45, by agents of the
apartheid government.

A leader of people was taken
from our country in the prime of
his life. The reason was that this
righteous man was a threat to the
racist and powerful, minority elite.

He worked amongst the poor-
est communities of Cape Town
and was centrally involved in the
political activities of the liberation
organisations during these ‘bru-
tally repressive times’, as Professor
Aslam Fataar describes this pe-
riod.

Looking at photographs of the
Imam at the recently launched ex-
hibition on his life and legacy, it is
clear that here was a leader of the
people of our beautiful country.

In the photographs, crowds at-
tentively look up at the Imam as
he speaks, captivated by his coher-
ent and incisive argument for
democracy, freedom and social
justice. The crowds that listened to
him reflect the diversity and

beauty of the South African peo-
ple. The accompanying text sets
out that the Imam was welcomed
wherever he went – from Athlone
to Woodstock to Langa, Nyanga
and Gugulethu, and beyond.

The Imam Abdullah Haron Ed-
ucation Trust was established in
2005 with the endorsement of the
Haron family. It was established to
promote the late Imam’s vision of
empowering marginalised groups
and individuals through educa-
tion.

At the launch of the trust, the
late Professor Neville Alexander
said: ‘This is where organisations
such as the IAHET have a huge
role to play in South Africa today
– to raise the levels of literacy, to
make it possible for all our chil-
dren to become literate, to gain ac-
cess not just to education but to all
those things that empower the
marginalised.

‘It is important to understand
that access to education for poor

people continues to be a funda-
mental problem of this country.’

Through the education trust
and many other initiatives, the
legacy of Imam Abdullah Haron
will be celebrated and live on. The
education trust has chosen to
build on the Imam’s legacy to cre-
ate a better world for young chil-
dren; a world in which young
children are free from poverty, in-
equality and injustice.

Professor Jonathan Jansen
writes: ‘The Imam had a deep
commitment to education. Even
though he did not have the oppor-
tunity to proceed beyond primary
schooling, he was passionate
about education. Biographers re-
count that for his children he
sought education, almost to the
point of desperation.’

But for the Imam, education
had to be coupled with justice and
equity. Where children are free
and can access early education,
opportunities for healthy develop-
ment abound.

Poverty and inequality impact
negatively on millions of people in
urban and rural communities
across South Africa.

This has a particularly devastat-
ing effect on our children and fam-
ilies since it deprives them of their
socio-economic rights, and results
in inadequate access to health
care, education, social services and
nutrition. As well as turning child-
hood into a time of adversity, it

undermines the healthy develop-
ment of the child.

Growing up in extreme poverty
has many consequences. The most
immediate of these include illness,
stunted growth, delayed cognitive
development and general lethargy.

One initiative that overcomes
the effects of poverty is the provi-
sion of good quality early child-
hood development programmes
for young children, together with
support for their families.

Research in South Africa, and
internationally, indicates that the
early years are critical for develop-
ment. The research shows that
quality early childhood care, edu-
cation and development lead to
higher levels of social, emotional,
cognitive and physical well-being
in young children.

These, in turn, lead to signifi-
cant social, education and eco-
nomic benefits later, as youth and
as adults. Globally, quality early
childhood development opportu-
nities for children are recognised
as the foundation for success in
life. The early years are recognised
as the appropriate phase for young
children to acquire the values, be-
haviours and attitudes that are im-
portant for the building of a
peaceful, prosperous and demo-
cratic society.

Early and appropriate provi-
sioning for children at risk can re-
verse the effects of deprivation,
and make it possible for children

to grow and develop to their full
potential, thus reducing the need
for costly remedial interventions
to address developmental lag and
social problems later in life.

Therefore, in order to over-
come poverty and inequality in the
most effective way, South Africa
needs a much greater investment
in early childhood development.
The lack of ECD programmes to
children is a national crisis that we
ignore at our peril.

It now requires every one of us
to go out and to live the Imam’s
legacy. The Imam transcended po-
litical, religious and racial barriers.
We all have to do the same. Imam
Abdullah Haron has shown us the
way.

We must be inspired by the late
Imam to do more and better in
early childhood development so
that our children can thrive.
Professor Eric Atmore is with the
Department of Social
 Development, University of Cape
Town and Director of the Centre
for Early Childhood
 Development.
In the following edition of
 Muslim Views, we will publish an
extract from Professor Atmore’s
paper where he details how the
IAHET supports vulnerable
young children in South Africa
through its sponsorship of a
number of ECD centres and
 programmes in the Western
Cape.

Be inspired by Imam Haron to do more for early childhood development

Professor Eric Atmore.
Photo SUPPLIED8

This is an abridged version
of the Imam Abdullah
Haron Education Trust
 Memorial Lecture delivered
by Professor ERIC ATMORE
on Wednesday, 
September 25, 2019.
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MATTHEW GRAHAM
WHILE Nelson Mandela, Oliver
Tambo and Desmond Tutu are
rightly venerated for their role in
opposing and ending white
 minority rule in South Africa,
 another leader of the liberation
years has been remarkably
 overlooked: Bantu Steven Biko,
who led the enormously
 influential Black Consciousness
Movement.

Four decades after his death in
police custody, on September 12,
1977, he deserves to be recognised
as one of the towering heroes of
the anti-apartheid struggle.

Black Consciousness re-ener-
gised black opposition to
apartheid and helped draw the
world’s attention to the brutality
of South Africa’s white minority
rule. It began after the Sharpeville
Massacre, in 1960, when estab-
lished liberation movements such
as the African National Congress
(ANC) and the Pan Africanist
Congress (PAC) were banned by
the South African government and
forced into exile.

With the organised opposition
apparently moribund, the South
African state presided over an eco-
nomic boom for the white minor-
ity and created the conditions for

apartheid’s so-called golden age.
In 1969, with overt political ac-

tivism and leadership largely dor-
mant, Black Consciousness
emerged from the South African
Students’ Organisation to fill the
void.

Biko advocated that black lib-
eration would only follow once
psychological liberation from the
internalised acceptance of racial
oppression was achieved, arguing
that ‘the most potent weapon in
the hands of the oppressor is the
mind of the oppressed’.

At its heart, Black Conscious-
ness demanded pride, self-asser-
tion and self-confidence.

Biko’s idea was that this would,
in turn, stimulate a ‘revolution of
the mind’, allowing oppressed
peoples to overcome the racial in-
feriority and fear propagated by
white racism so they could appre-
ciate that they were not just ‘ap-
pendages to the white society’.

This relatively simple idea rad-
ically changed perceptions of the
struggle. It helped instil a new cul-
tural and psychological outlook
among the black population, and
thereby renewed the challenge to
the apartheid system.

Biko turned ideas into a potent
new weapon, and the white mi-
nority state was slow to appreciate

that the spread of ideas could not
be contained by physical force
alone.

As a consequence, Biko was
given a banning order in 1973,
which confined him to King
William’s Town, in the Eastern
Cape, and prevented him from
speaking in public.

In fact, as Nelson Mandela put
it, the apartheid state was so fear-
ful of Biko’s influence that ‘they
had to kill him to prolong the life
of apartheid’.

In 1977, Biko was killed in po-
lice custody after brutal interroga-
tion and torture. Despite a
subsequent political cover up, the
circumstances of his death were
exposed, laying bare the violence
of the apartheid state.

His death led to greater interna-
tional pressure against white mi-
nority rule, particularly via the
global Anti-Apartheid Movement
and influential people, such as
white journalist and activist Don-
ald Woods, whose friendship with
Biko was the subject of the 1987
film Cry Freedom.

So why hasn’t Black Conscious-
ness left as deep an institutional
footprint as the ANC and its like?

Part of the answer is that as a
movement, it was relatively weak
organisationally. 

Beyond its activists’ community
projects, Black Consciousness was
never an effective or broad-based
organisation; with most of its
leaders imprisoned or banned by
the mid-1970s, it was predomi-
nantly an intellectual movement
confined to South Africa’s urban
areas. As newly politicised South
Africans variously joined and
formed alternative organisations,
it fragmented and began to lose in-
fluence.

By 1977, it was deemed illegal
under the Internal Security Act,
and Biko’s murder robbed it of its
intellectual and political leader.

But the movement was long
outlived by its ideology. Ideas are
very difficult to extinguish, and
they don’t necessarily need an in-
stitutional home to flourish.

The ‘revolutionary conscious-
ness’ Biko called for enabled peo-
ple to appreciate their subjugation,
and to take action.

It inspired the children of
Soweto to protest against the im-
position of Afrikaans in schools in
1976, resulting in an uprising that
caught the world’s attention and
put the regime under more pres-
sure than ever.

In fact, Black Consciousness
was a more powerful catalyst than
the established liberation move-

ments. It ‘freed’ minds, revived
and mobilised political opposition,
and re-energised the declining
ANC as militant young activists
joined the exiled armed struggle.

Yet, since the end of apartheid
in 1994, the governing ANC has
worked hard to monopolise the
history of liberation.

A plethora of groups, including
Black Consciousness, the United
Democratic Front, the PAC and
student organisations were all in-
volved in the anti-apartheid strug-
gle, yet the ANC has worked to
disregard the efforts of alternative
actors.

To fully recognise the power
and influence of Biko’s ideas
would disrupt the ANC’s preferred
version of history.

So, even though Biko became a
martyr for the anti-apartheid
struggle in his day, he is too often
left out of the story. The same goes
for other figures who helped top-
ple the system, especially those
who worked outside the ANC.

It’s long past time to properly
celebrate these other elements of
the struggle – of whom Steve Biko
was surely among the strongest.
Matthew Graham is a lecturer in
History, University of Dundee.
This article was first published in
‘The Conversation’.

Why is Steve Biko’s remarkable
legacy often overlooked?
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MAHMOOD SANGLAY
THE South African National
 Zakaah Fund (Sanzaf) last month
published its  audited financial
 statements for the year ending
April 30, 2019, as well as its
2019 Annual  Report.

The new national  chairperson,
Fayruz  Mohamed, spoke to Mus-
lim Views reflecting on the past
year and on her vision for the or-
ganisation in the  current year.

Mohamed, a chartered
 accountant and certified  director,
has served the  organisation for
over twenty years, first as a
 volunteer then as regional board
member and, later, as national
board member. She was groomed
for the role and learned from
 previous leaders from whom she
gained a wealth of experience in
this  respect.

Also, the outgoing national
chairperson, Shauket Fakie, is a
predecessor who shares with her a
professional interest in finance.
The CEO of Sanzaf, Yasmina
Francke, further complements the
role of the national chairperson.

Francke served the organisation
for over twelve years, building a
wealth of experience in operations
and governance at Sanzaf before
taking up the position of CEO.

It is noteworthy that Sanzaf,
and the broader Muslim commu-
nity, lost three stalwarts, 
Dr Shawakat Allie Thokan, Ab-
dool Carrim Gani and Shaikh
Yusuf da Costa. These figures pro-
vided leadership in past decades
that significantly contributed to
the growth of the early organisa-
tion.

Mohamed values the relation-
ships she builds at all levels within
the organisation as well as leader-
ship through direct involvement
with operational issues where
needed. And she remains commit-
ted to support regional structures
on an ongoing basis.

Mohamed says she always fo-
cused on operational efficiencies,
financial management, authority
guidelines and supply chain over-
sight. However, she now also takes
a keen interest in aspects beyond
the financial domain, such as the
development of Sanzaf’s gover-

nance and human resources policy.
She says Sanzaf developed a

very comprehensive HR policy,
which is now a best practice model
for other organisations that they
are happy to share.

The HR data from the annual
report are of interest in this re-
spect. The organisation tabled its
first employment equity plan in
January 2019. Sanzaf runs 29 of-
fices nationally and employs 118
people, of whom 54 per cent are
women, and 65 per cent have ben-
efitted from staff development
programmes.

Curiously, its staff turnover rate
is 6,8 per cent compared to a na-
tional average of 20 to 25 per cent.
Also, its rate of absenteeism is 
2,6 per cent compared to a na-
tional average of four to five per
cent.

According to the 2019 Oxfam
Inequality Report, 30,4 million
people in South Africa live in
poverty. Hence the challenge for
NGOs like Sanzaf is to offer sus-
tainable solutions that find the ap-
propriate balance between welfare
relief and development.

The present leadership of San-
zaf is firmly focused on this key
priority, namely, the use of devel-
opment as intervention to combat
poverty.

Development as intervention is
an internationally endorsed, major
strategic alternative to the obsolete
model of charity that simply pours
financial resources into a leaking
receptacle.

For some years, the flagship de-
velopment priority of Sanzaf has
been the Education, Empower-
ment and Development (SEED)

programme, which extends to ed-
ucation on zakaah for its donor
base.

Consequently, zakaah advocacy
is another programme that has
emerged, leading to an increased
interest in Sanzaf’s zakaah consul-
tancy services, particularly
amongst its donor base.

Sanzaf’s collection has in-
creased by 3,1 per cent to 
R137 million from the year prior,
and R98,3 million of this is za-
kaah income. And it has distrib-
uted R124 million, an increase of
seven per cent from the previous
year. Other interesting national
statistics from the annual report
include R2 million in VAT re-
funds, R85 million in the value of
Section 18A certificates issued by
SARS, 23 000 fitrah hampers dis-
tributed, 130 000 iftar meals
served, 1 100 students volunteered
in the Adopt-A-Granny pro-
gramme and 98 000 beneficiaries
of the qurbani project.

The report quotes CEO
Francke as noting a collective na-
tional effort that made a positive
impact on the lives of over 
250 000 South Africans. This in-
cludes the impact on youth
through mentorship programmes,
vocational training and entrepre-
neurship projects.

Internationally, Sanzaf also
continues to make an impact. In
February 2018, the former na-
tional chairperson attended the za-
kaah conference hosted by the
Council of Imams and Preachers
of Kenya.

In December 2018, Sanzaf was
represented at the World Zakat
Forum international conference.

Sanzaf reports impact of 250 000 beneficiaries of programmes in 2018

Fayruz Mohamed is the new national chairperson of Sanzaf. Mohamed’s focus
 extends from governance and financial management to operational efficiencies
and human resources policy. She says Sanzaf developed a very comprehensive
HR policy, which is now a best practice model.

Photo SANZAF COMMUNICATIONS
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FROM the days of The Fall of
Cordoba, in which he played the
villain who caused the fall of
Cordoba, to his role as a sell-out
in Tuan Guru, Toyer Nakidien
has been associated with the
 producers of Danger to the State.

He now brings to this associa-
tion a new set of skills, those of
scriptwriter and director.

Nakidien immediately defers to
a figure who looms large in his
life: Haji Isghaak (Ivan) Agher-
dien. From his schooldays and his
earliest recollection of a role in a
Shakespearean play, Nakidien’s as-
sociation with Haji Agherdien is
an integral part of the path to-
wards this play, which explores as-
pects of the life of Imam Abdullah
Haron. Nakidien relates that Haji
Agherdien wanted him to direct a
play about Palestine a few years
ago but the play, sadly, did not
materialise before Haji’s death.

It would have been a shoo-in
that Haji would have directed
Danger to the State but his death
left a void. Given Haji’s vote of
confidence in Nakidien’s ability to
direct the Palestine play, it was left
to him to (reluctantly) take on the
responsibility of directing Danger
to the State.

Nakidien speaks carefully and
deliberately throughout this inter-
view. It conjures up a vision of the
director as calm, a director who
allows his cast members to shape
the characters with him. He smiles

when he indicates that his directo-
rial approach is hardly his men-
tor’s style. Those who worked
under Haji’s directorial gaze will
attest to his no-nonsense style.

So what does he want to
achieve with the play?

For one, it is a once-in-a-life-
time opportunity to pay tribute to
a genuinely courageous man, who
lived and expressed his Islamic be-
liefs far beyond many of his con-
temporaries.

And then his tone changes. ‘I
want the audience to be outraged.
Outraged.’

He pauses for a long time. ‘I
wanted to portray the human side
of Imam. The social aspect. I’d
heard so many stories of Imam
Haron over the course of many
years, and scripted the play to por-
tray some of these dimensions of a
very significant life.’

The Imam, says Nakidien,
comes across in these many stories
as a jovial, smiling, down-to-earth
person. It was these aspects of the
Imam’s life that the play tries to
portray: the man who was com-
mitted to so many communities,
including marginalised communi-
ties in the townships such as
Langa. ‘All of these commitments,’
says Nakidien, ‘were part and par-
cel of the Imam’s Islamic beliefs.’

So what does writing and di-
recting Danger to the State mean
for him personally?

‘No person enters your life
without it strengthening you, en-
riching you, perhaps hurting you,
but each experience adds to the
person you are.’

Writing the script of Danger to
the State, says Nakidien, is part of
his own growth as a person.

‘It was much later in life that I

came to realise the significance of
Imam Haron’s life. I’d experienced
the earthquake in 1969 but it was
only in the late 1970s that Imam
Haron re-surfaced in my life and
in my mind.’

Nakidien leans forward slightly
in the chair across the table. ‘Writ-
ing and directing this play has
made me question, very seriously,
what kind of Islam we are practis-
ing here in Cape Town. How far
removed is the Islam we are hear-
ing from the mimbars from the
kinds of lessons we learn from the
life of Imam Haron?’

As with any piece of art, the
dilemma is always to try to include
as much as possible in order to
create the most complete picture
we can. But this is not possible,
and so, ‘I do not claim,’ says Naki-
dien, ‘that this play is the be-all
and end-all of the Imam’s life. But,
fifty years after Imam Haron’s
death, it is useful to demystify this
community-oriented Imam; this
ordinary man with such an ex-
traordinary focus.’

Given the chilling nature of the
Imam’s death, Nakidien is fully
aware of the emotions that a play
of this nature can evoke in an au-
dience. ‘That’s dangerous.’ He
leans back in the chair. ‘I want
people to be angry. I want to
rekindle the anger people felt. Let
us not fool ourselves. Imam was
never a person with a huge follow-
ing. He is one of those people, if I

can put it this way, who was ap-
preciated after his demise. We
woke up… we know the type of
dismissal with which people re-
sponded to his incarceration… for
lack of better words, turning their
backs on him.’

As he speaks through the inter-
view, it is clear that Nakidien is
deeply embedded, personally, in
this project. ‘I do appreciate that it
was an extremely oppressive pe-
riod, and that our Cape Muslims
were largely cowered into submis-
sion. But I ask myself what could
have happened had we had more
imams with the Imam’s mettle.’

Nakidien walks this path as
writer and director of Danger to
the State with a long history of the
theatre. His mentor, Haji Isghaak
(Ivan) Agherdien, is never far from
his memory.

Fifty years after the death of
Imam Abdullah Haron, Nakidien
offers us a slice of history that will
rekindle older fires, and that, he
hopes, will add to the inspiring of
a new generation of socially-com-
mitted Muslims to build a just so-
ciety, in the immense footsteps of
the martyr whose life and sha-
hadah we celebrate, and whose
absence we mourn.
Adapted from an interview
 conducted by Yunus Omar,
 University of Cape Town, for the
official brochure of ‘Danger to
the State’. Reprinted with
 permission of the producers.

From villain to a new role: an interview with Toyer Nakidien, director of ‘Danger to the State’

On September 24, 2019, Heritage Day, production team members of the play
 Danger to the State visited the grave of Imam Abdullah Haron. From left to right
are Dawood Schroeder, Nizaam Toefy, Mustafa Jacobs and Ayaan Abrahams.
The play runs at the Joseph Stone Theatre on September 27, 28, 29 and October
2, 4 and 5. To book your tickets, call Faatimah on 064 245 8359 or Aunty Rashida
on 021 696 9838. Photo TOYER NAKIDIEN
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FARID SAYED
I WANT to look at an aspect of
Imam Haron’s life which had a
profound impact, at that time,
not only on the struggle against
apartheid but also on the
 understanding and appreciation
of Islam as a complete way of
life, and not – as it was then
 perceived – as ‘a religion for
Malays and Indians’.

Alas, more than 50 years after
the revolutionary approach of
Imam Haron to reach out to our
neighbours who were confined to
‘locations’, that perception has
resurfaced.

I want to share with you,
briefly, that revolutionary ap-
proach and take a glimpse at the
lives of a few of the people – the
‘forgotten people’ – whose lives
were given a new meaning follow-
ing their interaction with Imam
Haron; and in so doing, perhaps,
draw some lessons from the living
legacy of Imam Haron.

From reports in Muslim News
and other published works, in-
cluding those by his son, Professor
Muhammed Haron, we learn that
the Imam made the occasional
visit to Langa, Nyanga and
Gugulethu, moved by the condi-
tions of abject poverty that people
in these townships had to endure.

While he was fully aware –
given his social justice conscious-
ness – that these conditions were
as a direct result of the pernicious
system of apartheid, these visits
were more of a learning experience
and he did not, at that time, en-
gage in direct underground activi-
ties.

The turning point came with
the historic Pan Africanist Con-
gress (PAC) march of 30 000 peo-
ple from Langa to Cape Town, led
by Phillip Kgosana, on March 21,
1960, following the Sharpeville
Massacre earlier that day.

To protest the massacre and
show solidarity with the Langa
march, Imam Haron not only ad-
dressed his congregation at Al
Jaamia Masjid, in Claremont, re-
minding them to play their role as
Muslims in supporting those op-
posing the oppressive apartheid
system, he actively participated by
addressing protest meetings in the
townships.

This brought him into contact
with members of the PAC, some of
them operating underground.
Many political activists, following
the harsh crackdown after the
Sharpeville Massacre, were de-
tained and their organisations
banned.

This left their families destitute,
with breadwinners languishing in
prison.

Imam Haron’s visits to the
townships became more frequent
as he sought out these families and
supported them with basic neces-
sities.

Often, these supplies had to be
smuggled in by the Imam and his
comrades in the townships be-
cause of the constant surveillance
of the Security Branch.

Imam Haron did all of this at
great risk but, uppermost in his
mind was to give comfort to the
afflicted.

Because of these regular visits
to the townships, Imam Haron be-
came a well-known figure in the
communities and earned him the

affectionate title of ‘mFundisi’ –
the priest.

It was during these visits that
Imam Haron came into contact
with people who were searching
for greater meaning in their lives.

It was Imam Haron’s conduct
that drew these seekers towards
him. Imam’s dawah methodology
was not the typical missionary ap-
proach.

He went into the townships at
a time when Islam was seen as a
cult for ‘Indians and Malays’.

Imam Haron went into the
townships as a Muslim but it was
the active steps he took to give
comfort to the families of de-
tainees and those who had joined
the armed struggle that made
many of those with whom he came
into contact question their own
perceptions about Islam.

Among this group was a core
that became the proteges of Imam
Haron.

They were his students who

went on to form the Nyanga Mus-
lim Association in 1961, hoisting
the flag of Islam in the townships
for the first time.

And we recall the names of
these forgotten people: Imam
Abdul Kader Naboza, Yusuf Nt-
wana, Imam Muhammad Shamil
Kula and Isma-eel Nombombo.

Later, this group grew to in-
clude, from Langa, Imam Dawood
Lobi, Uncle Muhammad Ali,
Uncle Idris Tan and, from
Gugulethu, Uncle Hassan Ghila.

Imam Abdul Kader Naboza
went on to establish a masjid in
Lady Frere, a settlement in the
Eastern Cape which falls in the
Chris Hani District Municipality.

Imam Shamil Kula was one of
Imam Haron’s students who was
called upon by the Imam to con-
duct Sunday morning madrasah
classes at Al Jaamia Masjid, in
Claremont.

It is an indictment on all of us
that there are such sketchy details

about the lives of these pioneers of
Islam in the townships, except for
perhaps three of Imam’s proteges.
When we talk of Islam in the
Cape, we should ask ourselves
why their contributions have not
been documented.

I want to conclude with brief
accounts of two of these giants of
Islam in the townships, one in
Gugulethu, and the other in
Langa.

Their stories give us a deep in-
sight into the character and vision
of Imam Haron.

It tells us about Imam Haron
the political activist but, over and
above that, the spiritual founda-
tions that underpinned Imam
Haron’s struggle against oppres-
sion and tyranny.

Some years ago, a book was
published on Muslims who con-
tributed to the struggle against
apartheid.

A glaring omission was Mtu-
tuzeni Hassan Ghila.

Uncle Hassan was a migrant
worker from the Eastern Cape
who found employment in Paarl.
There, he joined first the ANC, be-
coming its regional secretary, and
later, broke away to join the PAC
and became one of its chief organ-
isers.

When he found a job in Cape
Town, he lived at the hostels for
migrant workers in Gugulethu.

His search for deeper sense of
spirituality came during an oppor-
tune period: during the visit of
Moulana Abdul Aleem Siddiqui,
the spiritual luminary and daee.

He went to meet the Moulana
and that brought him into contact
with Sayed Muhammad Zubair
Uthmani, of Islamic Publications
Bureau.

Uncle Hassan Ghila embraced
Islam and Sayed Zubair intro-
duced him to Imam Haron.

In an interview shortly before
Uncle Hassan passed away, he re-
called the profound impact Imam
Haron had on him.

He said that it was the strength
of Imam Haron’s spiritual person-
ality that actually deepened his
own commitment to the struggle
against injustice and apartheid’s
tyranny.

I remember Uncle Idris Tai
from my time as a primary school
child going to Al Jaamia Uthmania
Masjid, in Bonteheuwel, for
Taraweeh. Uncle Idris also made a
point of going to the masjid in
Bonteheuwel, fully conscious of
apartheid-imposed barriers be-
tween the people of Langa and its
neighbouring township.

Even at an age when we are eas-
ily distracted and don’t really pay
attention to detail, we would be in
awe as this quiet man, powerfully
built, with a slight stoop, walked
into the masjid with utmost humil-
ity.

Uncle Idris ran a thriving shoe-
repair business in Langa. Later, he
relocated to the Eastern Cape
where he established a successful
shoe-making plant.

And I want to close by relating
the remarkable journey of Uncle
Idris Tan to Islam.

Uncle Idris was a lay-preacher
in Langa, strongly committed to
spreading Christianity. But
throughout his missionary cam-
paign, he felt great unease. It was
during this period that he had a
dream.

He was in a deep pit, trying to
get out but there were snakes hiss-
ing, blocking his escape.

As he was about to give up and
resign himself to his fate, a hand
stretched out to him.

He reached out to a man in a
turban. As he stepped on to firm
ground, he experienced a great
sense of relief.

He related his dream to Uncle
Muhammad Ali, who took him to
meet Sayed Zubair. As Uncle Idris
walked into the building, he saw
Imam Haron.

He went up to him, embraced
him warmly and started sobbing.

As Uncle Idris stepped back, he
kissed Imam Haron on the fore-
head, saying, ‘You saved me from
the pit of snakes.’
This is an abridged version of a
pre-Khutbah talk delivered by
Farid Sayed, editor of Muslim
Views, at Masjidul Quds,
Gatesville, on September 13,
2019.

The Imam of the ‘forgotten people’

Imam Abdullah Haron dared to go where the majority of Muslims and Muslim ulama were simply afraid to go, and did not
want to go because they had adopted the racist nationalist propaganda of the apartheid state, that maintained that people
were’superior’ or ‘inferior’ due to their so-called ‘racial’ make-up. As this cover of Muslim News, dated 24 November 1961
shows, the aparthed regime sought desperately to keep the most impoverished South Africans in the townships from
 making contact with South Africans Muslim. Imam Haron defied their racist isolationsim. Photo MUSLIM VIEWS ARCHIVE
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NURUDEAN SSEMPA
CAPE Peninsula University of
Technology (CPUT) has
 partnered with the Western Cape
Department of Social
 Department, community
 organisations and schools in
Khayelitsha, Mitchells Plain and
other areas to advocate for the
rights of children.

This year’s community develop-
ment project, according to Advo-
cate Yasmin Nanabhay, aims at
making human rights a reality for
children in South Africa. She
shares more in an interview with
Muslim Views:

Briefly tell us about who you
are and what the project is all
about.

I am the service learning con-
venor and lecturer in the Depart-
ment of Public Administration and
Governance at Cape Peninsula
University of Technology (CPUT).

Service learning is a credit bear-
ing project where students are
tasked to embark on a project in-
cluding a government partner as
well as a number of community
partners. The theme of the project
for 2019 is ‘#PROTECT THE
CHILD’ with a focus on making
human rights a reality for children
in South Africa.

The project aims to serve as an
education, and create awareness
as well as a greater understanding
amongst children, of rights as they
appear in the Bill of Rights (Chap-
ter 2 of the Constitution, 1996).

The project ultimately aims to
equip children with relevant
knowledge pertaining to their
rights as children as well as child
protection services available in
South Africa.

We partnered with two organi-
sations on the project, namely, the
Department of Social Develop-
ment (Western Cape), and a non-
governmental organisation, the
Children’s Resource Centre (also
known as the Children’s Move-
ment).

Why is CPUT interested in
community issues?

As the service learning con-
venor at CPUT, a new community
development project is registered
every year with a different focus
on various social ills plaguing
South Africa.

However, the ‘#PROTECT
THE CHILD’ project proved to be

a success in 2018 and it was ex-
tended into 2019.

In previous years, community
development projects focused on
entrenching social cohesion within
society by carrying out awareness
campaigns relating to xenophobia
and the plight of refugees in South
Africa, and we worked with or-
ganisations like Mrasa (Muslim
Refugees Association of South
Africa) and other partners.

Other projects focused on high-
lighting the scourge of human traf-
ficking and human rights
awareness campaigns at youth
care and rehabilitation centres
across the Western Cape.

The aim of the service learning
projects is, ultimately, to create
positive impacts in people’s lives
and accelerate progress towards
social development. It is important
to mention that some of these
projects have been recognized,
meaning there is a significant im-
pact we make to the community.

For example, the service learn-
ing project: ‘Refugees and xeno-
phobia: a campaign for social

cohesion and non-discrimination’,
won an institutional award at
CPUT – Project for Most Impact,
and another project: ‘Human traf-
ficking awareness’ received an
award from the Faculty of Busi-
ness and Management Sciences.

What is involved in coming up
with such a project?

I draft a project for service
learning, annually.

The second year Public Admin-
istration students are tasked to en-
gage with communities in the form
of focus group sessions.

The purpose of the workshops
is to facilitate constructive dia-
logue between CPUT students and
communities.

The workshops provide a plat-
form for the exchange of ideas re-
garding the challenges faced by
that community. The students are
tasked to come up with solutions
together with their community
participants in order to address
the many social ills rife in South
Africa.

The workshops highlight the
significance of child protection,

the notion of social cohesion and
the entrenchment of fundamental
human rights in society as a
whole.

Why is it important for the stu-
dents to engage with the children?

In order for students to truly
understand community needs, and
in this case, the need to protect
children, personal interaction with
the children and facilitators at
schools within the community is
paramount.

As Public Administration stu-
dents, and future government offi-
cials, this allowed for students to
engage with communities on an
issue relevant to their discipline
and also highlighted the impor-
tance of service delivery.

The project afforded students
an opportunity to link theoretical
knowledge to a practical output.

The workshop also provided a
platform to enable the children as
well as facilitators from the com-
munity to make their voices heard,
and an opportunity to make
meaningful suggestions and criti-
cisms.

The workshops are structured
in a child-friendly manner, with
the inclusion of role-playing,
music, song and dance, and of
course humour.

The most illuminating discus-
sions ensued on the right to
human dignity (Section 10 of the
Constitution, 1996).

The children were enlightened
through play regarding self-re-
spect, self- worth, physical and
psychological integrity and em-
powerment.

Service learning is a key compo-
nent of community engagement,
hence the workshops are held at
the schools within the communi-
ties.

What were the students’ expe-
riences after the event?

The students enjoyed interact-
ing with the children. They also re-
ported that the experience
enhanced their knowledge regard-
ing the challenges and obstacles
faced by children in present day
South Africa.

The project led to a deeper un-
derstanding and appreciation that
violence against children is a real-
ity, and child protection is crucial.

The students displayed a re-
newed conviction towards high-
lighting the notion of children’s
rights and child protection serv-
ices, as well as the ever-increasing
need for the empowerment of chil-
dren within the communities.

What partner organisations are
you working with?

Our partners on the project for
2019 are listed as follows: Depart-
ment of Social Development West-
ern Cape (DSDWC); Children’s
Resource Centre (CRC); various
schools in Khayelitsha and
Mitchells Plain (Western Cape).

What are your final words?
Statistics of violence against

children in South Africa is stagger-
ing. Evidently, children are not
free from violence and abuse.
Going into the communities and
conducting awareness pro-
grammes empowers children. We
hope that our community aware-
ness campaigns help fight against
the grave injustices that these vul-
nerable persons have to endure on
a daily basis.

It is said that ‘being human is
given but keeping our humanity is
a choice’. Let us all choose human-
ity, let us choose to create a better
South Africa for our children.

CPUT partners with community
organisations to protect children’s rights

Learners from Harry Gwala Secondary School, in Khayelitsha, service learning convener advocate Yasmin Nanabhay, Ms
Ntombizanele Ndiki (in black jacket), the facilitator from the Children’s Resource Centre, and CPUT students involved in this
year’s service learning on children’s rights. Photo NURUDEAN SSEMPA
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MELOMED HOSPITALS PAEDIATRIC FACILITIES.
 

FROM AN EXPERIENCED TEAM OF:
• Specialist Paediatricians
• Paediatric Surgeons
• Neonatologist
• Paediatric Pulmonologist
• Paediatric Neurologist
• Allergologist

Our Paediatric Wards are inclusive of Paediatric ICUs, High Care, 
Isolation Units and state  of-the-art equipment.
We have dedicated Neonatal Intensive Care Units (NICU), offering 
the best care for premature and sick newborn babies who need 
specialised treatment.

Dr L van Dyk 021 712 1643
Dr S Raban 021 023 0604/ 021 637 2358
Dr R Khan 021 637 3811/3817
Dr M Ismail 021 633 0332
Dr N Sheik 035 772 1425
Dr Rhode 021 945 1898
Dr M Ledger 021 946 1347
Dr O Adam 021 391 4967/8
Dr E Laubscher 021 392 6177
Dr V Singata 021 392 8255/8
Dr M Bassier 021 391 0199

PROVIDING AFFORDABLE QUALITY HEALTHCARE.www.melomed.co.za

DR SHAHROCH NAHRWAR
EVERY year, more than one
 hundred thousand South Africans
are diagnosed with cancer
 (globally 14 million people) of
which 60 per cent survive.
 Globally, cancer kills more
 people than TB, AIDS and
malaria combined.

Although leukaemia (1), lym-
phoma (2) and myeloma (3) are
relatively uncommon cancers, and
feature last in the top ten of all
cancer deaths in South Africa
(four per cent of all cancer deaths),
they are potentially curable with
chemo (4) and radiotherapy (5)
even when wide-spread at diagno-
sis, which is very unusual for other
types of cancers.

Leukaemia, myeloma and lym-
phoma survival rates have more
than doubled over the past thirty
years, in stark contrast with dis-
mal survivals of oesophagus,
stomach, lung, pancreas and brain
cancer.

Leukaemia, myeloma and lym-
phoma are also frequently treated
with high dose chemo- and radio-
therapy, followed by blood stem
cell transplants, especially for high
risk of relapse (6).

Allogeneic (7) stem cell trans-
plants (8) are mostly performed
for acute (9) leukaemias and
should ideally only be done if the
patient is in remission (10) after

initial treatment with chemother-
apy.

For more than 20 years, blood
rather than bone marrow is most
often used in which the stem cells
are being harvested by an aphere-
sis machine (cell separator) which
separates these stem cells from the
blood (returned to the body) after
stimulating the donor’s bone mar-
row with subcutaneous (11) injec-
tions of white cell growth factor
for four to five days, infused there-
after to the patient.

Full sibling (12) donors have a

1:4 chance to be a full tissue match
with the patient. They are still the
best donors for stem cell trans-
plants compared with voluntary
unrelated or related haplo-identi-
cal (13) donors.

To find an unrelated donor is
difficult (less than 1:100 000
chance per donor) for black and
mixed-race patients (compared
with 1:10 000 chance for whites)
because of complex ethnicity (14)
causing a wide variety in tissue
types, which contrasts with white
donors who are genetically more
identical and, therefore, have a
much higher chance of tissue
matching a white patient fully.

Therefore, there is a 97 per cent
chance to find a (white) unrelated
donor for a white patient, bearing
in mind that funds are available
since this is a very costly process
(roughly R500 000 per trans-
plant), and since more than 80 per
cent of all South Africans do not
have medical insurance, difficult
to finance.

For over a decade, haematolo-
gists have developed the haplo-
identical transplant for
half-matched family donors,
which makes it possible to trans-
plant almost all patients in need of
a bone marrow/ blood stem cell
transplant since almost everyone
has either a living parent, sibling
or child.

These stem cell transplants are

more difficult to perform because
of higher rejection rate (compared
with full sibling transplants) but
are much cheaper and easier to ac-
cess than unrelated stem cell
donor transplants and, therefore,
accessible also to the less privi-
leged patients.

The success of a stem cell trans-
plant is measured initially in terms
of engraftment (15) and recovery
of both neutrophily (16) and
platelets (17), which should ex-
ceed 500 neutrophils per ml and
20 000 platelets per ml of blood.
Glossary
l Blood and bone marrow cancer

usually arising from white
blood cells.

l Lymph (gland) cancer
l Bone marrow cancer arising

from plasma cells (type of white
blood cell that produce anti-
bodies)

l Chemicals that kill (cancer)
cells

l Invisible, high energy waves

that kill (cancer) cells
l Disease coming back after

treatment
l Tissue from another person
l Transferring bone marrow cells

from one person to another
l Rapidly growing
l Disease free after treatment
l Under the skin
l Related brother or sister from

same parents
l Half-matched (50 per cent

identical)
l Belonging to a social group that

has a common national or cul-
tural tradition

l Blood-forming cells you re-
ceived on transplant day start
to grow and make healthy
blood cells.

l Type of white blood cells that
are the first to fight infections

l Cell fragments that start the
process to stop bleeding.

Dr Shahroch Nahrwar is a
 clinical haematologist at
Melomed Tokai, Cape Town.

August was bone marrow, stem cells
donation and leukaemia awareness month

Dr Shahroch Nahrwar.
Photo SUPPLIED

CANCER OCCURRENCE
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JIHAAN OPPERMAN
AL IMDAAD Foundation, with
the support of Worcester Islamic
Society (WIS) assisted several
 residents of the Boland town,
Montagu, in the Western Cape,
with basic needs as the wintry
cold continued into August.

Al Imdaad Foundation is an in-
ternationally renowned, South

African, non-profit relief organisa-
tion. The organisation is dedicated
to providing humanitarian services
in crisis as well as non-crisis situa-
tions.

The name Al Imdaad can be
translated as ‘The Helpers’, says
Abdurasheed Ebrahim, Al Imdaad
Foundation representative. Their
mission is to provide basic needs
to humanity, irrespective of race,

religion or geographical context.
Wilna Christoffels, founder of

Helpende Handjies children’s
home, reached out to WIS a few
months ago with a call-to-action.
The society took action and do-
nated a small stipend towards the
children’s home. ‘Worcester Is-
lamic Society did not hesitate to
help me,’ says Christoffels with a
thankful heart. 

WIS society members paid
Helpende Handjies a visit, in late
August, to observe the needs of the
community. They handed out par-
cel collection tickets to 100 Mon-
tagu residents with the assistance
of Christoffels.

According to Ebrahim, Mon-
tagu is only known for its dry fruit
and holiday resort. ‘People are not
aware of how cold this town can
get,’ says Ebrahim.

On the following Thursday, the
foundation handed out blankets,
woollen caps and walking sticks.
Meanwhile, WIS provided the
community members with a warm
cup of soup and a slice of bread.

Dina Katrina, a disabled com-
munity member, also received a
wheelchair from the foundation.
‘This is a big opportunity for the
people of Montagu; we did not ex-

pect any of this. I prayed for relief,
and God sent you on our path,’ a
community member said.

This initiative forms part of Al
Imdaad’s annual Operation Win-
ter Warmth campaign. The foun-
dation also previously reached out
to RK Primary School, where they
distributed school shoes, warm
caps and sanitary pads to the
pupils. The latter distribution
forms part of the ‘Keep a girl in
school’ campaign.

Moosa Stephanus, chairperson
of the society, says that they can-
not thank the community of Mon-
tagu enough for allowing them to
reach out to their community. ‘We
are placed on this earth by God to
help our neighbours. Thank you
for helping us strengthen our reli-
gion,’ Stephanus said to the com-
munity.

Al Imdaad and Worcester Islamic Society assist Boland residents

The Worcester Islamic Society partnered with Al Imdaad Foundation to assist residents in the Boland town of Montagu, in
the Western Cape, with basic needs as temperatures plummeted in the area recently. In front, from left, are Moulana Yusuf
Rajah (Al Imdaad Foundation), Moulana Mogammad Stephanus (Worcester Islamic Society), Wilna Christoffels (Helpende
Handjies), Gadidja Jordaan and Gakiema Heyens of Worcester Islamic Society, and Abdurasheed Ebrahim (Al Imdaad
 Foundation). In the back are, from left, Moosa Stephanus (chairperson of Worcester Islamic Society) with Jameel Scheepers
and Fajwa Opperman also of Worcester Islamic Society. Photo JIHAAN OPPERMAN

Abdurasheed Ebrahim of Al Imdaad Foundation handing over basic household
needs to a resident from the Boland town of Montagu, in the Western Cape.

Photo JIHAAN OPPERMAN
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JIHAAN OPPERMAN
FOR seventeen years, the
Worcester Islamic Society was
able to accommodate the
 residents of the surrounding
areas. However, due to the
 growing Muslim community, the
mosque now needs to prepare the
porch and its hallways for Friday
prayers as well as special
 occasions.

Historically, people from the
surrounding areas could only go
to the mosque in Durban Street on
Fridays because of the distance.

In March 2002, Worcester Is-
lamic Society was thus established
to accommodate the needs of the
community.

The mosque is located in Hex
Park, an area previously known

for its high crime rate.
‘Crime subsided slightly now

that people are aware of spiritual
activities that take place within the
area,’ says Riyaad Kafaar, treas-
urer of the Worcester Islamic Soci-
ety.

According to Moosa
Stephanus, chairman of the soci-
ety, the aim of the committee is to
offer their services to the extended
community. ‘The intention is to be
able to support the community, ir-
respective of race, religion or
creed.’

Stephanus also says, ‘It is our
priority as Muslims to protect our
neighbours; to be able to provide
in times of need as well as uplifting
the youth.’

The society currently uses the
space that was provided for Is-

lamic education (madrasah) to
perform their daily prayers. Unfor-
tunately, on Fridays and other Is-
lamic holidays, space is limited.
People who do not get to mosque
early enough are accommodated
in hallways or on the porch to per-
form their prayers.

‘For any development plan to
be successful, finance is needed,’
says Camaludien Jordaan, head of
project development. The mosque
requires approximately R8 mil-
lion, to complete the renovations
required to accommodate the
community.

The committee is committed to
consistent fundraising initiatives
throughout the year. ‘The money
obtained is purely to cover the
maintenance costs of the mosque,’
says Kafaar.

‘Most of the congregants are
not by the means to contribute to-
wards their monthly jamaah fees.

‘We are thus forced as a com-
munity to plead for assistance out-
side of our own community,’
Kafaar added. As a result, the so-
ciety reached out to international
donors in Saudi Arabia, as well as
national donors.

The goal of the WIS is to lay the
foundation before the end of the
year. ‘We might not be able to see
how our vision becomes a reality
but we have faith in Allah’s tim-
ing, and place everything in His
hands.’

Jordaan says that even though
finance is the main priority of the
project, any support would be ap-
preciated. ‘Any donations are wel-
come.

‘Whether it is labour or mate-
rial,’ says Jordaan.

However, there are specifica-
tions for material. Jordaan also
added that the emotional support
from the local community is ex-
ceptional.

To donate to this noble cause,
the committee strongly advises
readers to make direct contact
with them and not via a third per-
son. The office can be contacted
on weekdays, between 08h00 and
12h00 on 023 346 4026 or wisis-
lam.soc@gmail.com
Banking details: Worcester
 Islamic Society 
Bank: Nedbank
Branch: 101-507
Account Number: 1001214080
Type: Cheque Account
Reference: Building Project

Worcester masjid needs to be extended

The committee of the Worcester Islamic Society that is spearheading the project
to extend the masjid in Hex Park to accommodate the growing number of
musallees. From left: Camaludien Jordaan, head of building project, Riyaad
Kafaar, treasurer, Moosa Stephanus, chairman of the WIS, and Jameel Scheepers,
deputy chairman. Photo JIHAAN OPPERMAN

A bird’s eye view of the Hex Park masjid, in Worcester, which needs to be extended to accommodate the growing Muslim
community in the area. Photo FABIO JULIES
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IMRAAN PEERBHAY
THE establishment of Nurul
Huda model for substance abuse
stems from a need for a paradigm
shift from treatment in
 specialised institutions to more
accessible and affordable
 treatment programmes.

Nurul Huda is a non-profit or-
ganisation that strives to assist the
persons affected by substance
abuse or their family members at
an affordable, reasonable rate.

The founding members of
Nurul Huda are Mr Imraan Peerb-
hay and Mr Waleed Mohamed

who brought together a team of
qualified professionals and people
with long standing expertise and
experience in the relevant fields of
substance abuse.

The organisation’s team com-
prises a social worker, doctor, psy-
chiatric nurse, substance abuse
counsellors and psychologists.

Nurul Huda strives to offer
each client a safe, supportive and
confidential environment. We aim
to build a respectful relationship
through mutual respect, trust and
acceptance.

Our focus is a healthy func-
tional family life and lifestyle.

We aim to empower people to
build, reconstruct and maintain
sound relationships within the
family and in the communities, de-
veloping human potential by pro-
viding counselling, education,
training and social development
programmes for all those affected
by substance abuse issues.

Our programme is based on the
12 steps approach and a combina-

tion of different methods that are
suitable for an out-patient setting
specifically designed by our com-
petent team that has jointly
worked tirelessly in putting the
programme together.

We work together with other
in-patient facilities where we do
referrals and placements, depend-
ing on each client’s assessment
based on needs and circumstances.

Nurul Huda’s organisation is
based on the concept of us assist-
ing the community that is in dire
need of assistance related to drugs,
hence we based the organisation in
the Manenberg area where we feel
it is most needed.

The centre is open to still suf-
fering addicts and family members
alike. We provide a space for any
person either affected directly or
indirectly by drugs to attend the
programme. For the family mem-
bers indirectly affected, we offer
counselling and guidance as well.

Other projects currently include
a drug awareness campaign rolling
out in schools and through com-
munity workshops and our family
support group meetings held on
Tuesday evenings at the Habibia
mosque hall in Rylands, from 8pm
to 9.15pm. It is open to the public,
and other venues will soon be an-
nounced. We have partnered with
and work with the ward council-
lor for the area, Mr Aslam
Cassiem, and the CTIEC’s
Moulana Sayed Imraan Ziayee
and other leaders in the business
sector, namely Mr Reeaz Ahmed,
of Good Hope Butchery, and Mr
Nazir Malek, of Malek Travel
And Tours, in creating and bring-
ing this project to fruition.

We accept sponsorships and do-
nations and will soon be embark-
ing on fundraising initiatives to
assist the organisation in achieving
its mandate as not everyone who
comes in can afford the fees.
For any additional information
or queries, please feel free to
 contact Mr Imraan Peerbhay on 
072 317 8631 or Mr Waleed
 Mohamed on 071 081 4591.

Nurul Huda offers assistance to persons suffering substance abuse

JAMEELAH EBRAHIM
EVERY Monday and Wednesday,
Masjiedun Nur, situated in Dove
Road, Parkwood Estate, opens its
doors to the community by
 serving soup as part of its feeding
scheme.

‘Masjiedun Nur embodies the
values of Islam: giving back to the
community and the less fortunate.
It is through giving that many
doors open up,’ says Salegga
Finch, one of the employees.

Parkwood is considered to be
one of the many poverty-stricken
areas in the Southern Suburbs,
with a large population of people
living on the streets. Masjiedun
Nur Waqaf Trust is the second
oldest mosque in Grassy Park, and
focuses on helping the community
through many of their initiatives.

‘It started years ago. We saw an

issue and wanted to rectify it,
therefore, we came to a decision to
start a soup kitchen,’ said Waleed
Damon, a trustee at the mosque
and the director of the soup
kitchen.

This soup kitchen is run by
Waleed Damon, who is responsi-
ble for the ingredients and the
equipment used.

The women who prepare the
food are Salegga Finch, Lissy
Finch, Washiela Johnson and Aunt
Fareeda Cornelius.

‘It is a pleasure making food for
the community. I do it because I
love giving,’ said Salegga.

At the moment, there is only
one person sponsoring food items;
other essentials are donated by the
mosque.

The mosque not only provides
a feeding scheme but clothing as
well. Clothes are given to the less

fortunate during the month of Ra-
madaan. Islamic classes are made
available by the mosque. Hajj and
Umrah classes, commence on a
Monday, while Fiqh classes are on
a Wednesday.

The feeding scheme is open to

the public.
Those who would like to con-
tribute and donate towards the
initiative may contact Waleed
Damon on 082 967 4672 or visit
the website:
https://www.masjiedun-nur.co.za/

Cnr. Reen & Carrick Roads, Athlone Industria Tel: 021 637 6810 
eliteccinfo@gmail.com Visit our website www.elitecc.co.za for all our specials

JOIN OUR WHATSAPP SPECIALS LIST 
& STAY UP TO DATE WITH OUR LATEST DEALS!

Kindly send your name & surname to 062 840 9367 
and we will add you to our growing WhatsApp database. facebook.com/elitecashcarry

THE BETTER WAY 
TO SHOP...

TODAY & EVERYDAY!

Masjiedun Nur giving to the needy in the community

Masjiedun Nur runs a soup kitchen for the benefit of the Lotus River and
 Parkwood Estate communities. Photo JAMEELAH EBRAHIM

We work together with other in-patient 
facilities where we do referrals and placements...
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In an interview with ISABELA
ALEIXO* from one of Brazil’s
leading newspapers, O’Globo,
she discusses the prejudices that
Muslim women face in Latin
America, explains the
 movement’s demands, destroys
stereotypes, and declares: ‘I’m a
woman and I demand to be
treated as a person.’

The interview was translated
from Portuguese by Kecia Ali, a
leading professor of studies of
Gender in Islam.

Do you consider yourself an Is-
lamic feminist? Why?

I consider myself a feminist
who lives feminism in all the dis-
tinct facets of my life. I’m Muslim,
I’m a single mother, I’m a profes-
sional woman, an academic; and
I’m a women’s rights activist.

I’m feminist with all my life ex-
periences. I think being a woman
in a male-dominated society is it-
self a political fact so everything
that I am as a woman can be resig-
nified by feminism, including
being Muslim.

Islam is integrated into my life
and my political struggle, which is
intersectional.

It’s based on the radical idea
that all women are people, and we
deserve equal rights and a world
free of violence.

Did you grow up in a Muslim
community?

No. I’m a Muslim by choice. I
also didn’t convert to Islam to
marry a Muslim man. The deci-
sion was mine alone. I grew up in
a progressive Catholic family and

was educated that way. I studied in
a high school run by nuns who
taught me about Liberation Theol-
ogy.

I decided to embrace Islam as
my spiritual path after years of
searching, reflection and intro-
spection about the transcendent.
My family supported me. I am al-
ways learning and I greatly value
the right we have to choose what

we want to believe in or if we
don’t want to believe in anything.

This is an essential freedom, the
freedom of choice, especially in
matters that allow us to design our
life’s project: the body, ideas, feel-
ings, beliefs. Choosing is a quality
that makes us human.

What are the demands of the
Muslim feminist movement?

Islamic feminisms are reform
movements whose objective is
ample social justice for women
and for all oppressed people.

The goal is the recuperation of
the original liberational message of
the Quran, by means of a feminist
hermeneutic, and the development
of a critical theology whose con-
clusions serve to support political
activism for the equality and dig-
nity of women and oppressed peo-
ple everywhere.

The demands and the forms of
struggle depend on the context,
the goals, and the perspectives of
the people involved, so they will
differ in each country, Muslim
community or women’s group.

In countries like Malaysia, for
example, Islamic feminism seeks
ratification of the United Nations
Convention on the Elimination of
Discrimination against Women
(CEDAW) by a conservative reli-
gious government.

In the United States, Islamic
feminism fights against Islamo-
phobia and religious fundamental-
ism and [for] egalitarian
participation of women and mar-
ginalised groups in their commu-
nities.

How does this relate to the re-
ality in Arab countries?

There is a stereotype which
identifies Muslim women with
Arab women. This stereotype is
nourished by many feminists, too,
inside and outside of Islam, but I
think this conflation is dangerous,
reductionist and violent because it
only benefits those women who fit
in that depiction, giving them the
privilege of representation, leaving
other Muslim women invisible.

There is a presumption of Arab
racial supremacy and representa-
tiveness in Islam which affects
Black women and non-white con-
vert women but this is a topic for
another time. What’s important is
that an Arab woman and a Mus-
lim woman isn’t the same thing.

Arab women have their own
feminist movements. They may or
may not centre Islam in their fem-
inism, even if they are Muslim.

Islamic feminism relates to the
reality of Arab countries to the ex-
tent that Arab women declare
themselves Islamic feminists and
develop an activism that takes
Islam as part of their political dis-
course. In the Islamic world, there
is a diversity of women and of
feminisms.

What are the demands of Is-
lamic feminists in Chile, where
you live?

In Chile and in Latin America
generally, the challenge is to be a
Muslim woman in societies where
there are many prejudices about
women in Islam. The general idea
is that we, Muslim women, are
passive and ignorant, and that we
spend the whole day thinking
about religion.

It’s very difficult to be taken se-
riously as a professional if people
know you’re Muslim because they
presume you’re incompetent.
Then, you have to work harder.

Once, I applied for a job in a
well-known university in my city
and they told me that even if I
were perfect for the role, they had
a problem with me because I was
‘religious’.

That is, they assume that I, as a
Muslim woman, am orthodox and
a fanatic, and that I’ll preach Islam
at work.

I didn’t have this problem in
Mexico, in England or in South
Africa, where I worked normally
in academic, governmental and so-
cial settings.

It’s been difficult for me to earn
respect as a gender specialist in
Chile because people say that ‘a
Muslim can’t be a feminist, can’t
teach us anything about gender
equality, can’t facilitate our em-
powerment’. To the contrary: she
is the one who should be educated
and saved by us.

That’s why, in 2016, I started a
collective project for intercultural
communication about gender
which seeks to make visible the
presence and contribution of Mus-
lim women in different spheres of
human activity, beyond stereo-
types.

In my country, prejudices are
still very strong even if things have
changed, thanks to the activism of
these same Islamic feminists.

What are the recent political
victories of the Muslim women’s
movement?

Islamic feminism is an ‘in devel-
opment’ project that uses diverse
approaches and realities to inter-
vene in favour of more social jus-
tice for women.

One of the most notable recent
achievements was Islamic femi-
nists in India winning the abolition
of unilateral, instantaneous di-
vorce. This isn’t in the Quran but
it is practised by many Muslims,
and consists of the ‘triple talaq’:
the man says, ‘Talaq’ (I repudiate
you or I divorce you) three times
to the woman, even by text mes-
sage, and this suffices as divorce.

With this ‘method’, the woman
had no rights, and was exposed to
various sorts of violence. Now,
doing this is a criminal offence.

How does religion relate to the
feminist movement? Is there a con-
tradiction?

Is there a contradiction in the
fact of women being feminists? Is
there a contradiction in finding
feminism where there are women?
When someone asks if I can be
Muslim and feminist, at root, they
are putting my humanity in doubt.

If people can be feminists then
I can, too, because I am a woman
and I demand to be treated as a
person.

Religion is a product of history.
It allows oppressive readings, as
we’ve had up till now, but also lib-
eratory readings.

As a feminist, I think all knowl-
edge should be reinterpreted. Why
not religion? Institutionalised reli-
gion is a political fact, as is
women’s experience within it.
There’s no reason to leave religion
outside of feminism.

Women’s emancipation is also
spiritual. Islamic feminists are not
only a possibility, we are a reality.
We exist, and, in our spaces, we
are pushing against the barriers
that sustain the patriarchy so that
they will fall. And I have faith that
they will fall.
*Intern under the supervision of
Renata Izaal.

Chilean feminist: ‘Islam is integrated
into my life and my political struggle’

Vanessa Rivera de la Fuente. Photo SUPPLIED

SHABODIEN ROOMANAY
AFTER organising and hosting
the first, very successful, 
get-together of current and  ex-
residents of Salt River in 2018,
the Salt River Heritage Society
(SRHS) hosted its second
 Heritage Day event at the iconic
Imam Haron Hall, at Community
House, in Salt River Road, Salt
River.

Members of the now registered
NPO are making huge strides in
collecting and collating informa-
tion, documents, photographs and
the historiography of the area and
its people.

Dr Yusuf Lalkhen, the well-
known educationist, who was
elected the first chairperson of the
organisation, was extremely elated
at the response and support the
initiative has received.

‘We are on the cusp of some-
thing really exciting. The record-
ing of the history of a people has
not been as detailed as we are
planning. There are so many very
interesting initiatives we have
planned. Some of them are coming
together quite nicely,’ he said.

Amongst the programmes are
the videography of the oral history
of some of the oldest living resi-
dents of the area, a timeline of the
establishment of the suburb, an
SRHS 2020 calendar that will fea-

ture beautiful photographs of
buildings and institutions of the
area, and a possible documentary
of the killing of Ebrahim Carelse
by police in the 1980s.

An active member of the SRHS
committee, Wardah Rahim, was
equally excited at the coming into
fruition of the various projects.
‘We need to ensure that we are in-
tegrally involved in the recording
of our own history for the sake of
accuracy and posterity. This initia-
tive gives us that window of op-
portunity,’ she said.

She was hoping that other com-
munities would do something sim-
ilar lest the role played by these
communities diminishes over time.

Anwar Omar appealed to cur-
rent and ex-residents to come for-
ward with information about the
suburb.

‘We are keen to have photo-
graphs and other items scanned
and recorded in our archives. We
are also looking to find premises
from which we can operate,’ he
said confidently.

The second event was held on
Heritage Day and featured,
amongst others, an edited video of
some of the oldest residents of Salt
River, a talk by Dr Ruben
Richards, and the committee
shared its vision for next year.

An appeal was made to support
the initiative and to contribute to-
wards the collection of important
data by those who have access to
or knowledge of artifacts that
would enhance the richness and
quality of the project.
More information may be
 obtained by emailing the SRHS at
saltriverhistory@gmail.com

Salt River Heritage Society –
looking back to plan ahead

VANESSA Rivera de La
Fuente is Chilean and
 Muslim. Besides being an
academic researcher, she’s
also an Islamic feminist
 engaged with questions of
gender, human rights and
social development.
Vanessa has wide
 experience in social
 projects in Latin American
countries.

We are on the cusp of something

 really exciting. The recording of the

history of a people has not been as

detailed as we are planning.
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ASSISTING madrasah teachers
in our community to
 continuously upgrade themselves
is imperative to the aims of
 raising standards in our
madrasahs.

The one-month long Madrasah
Teachers Training Course held
from August 5 to 29, by
Madrasah Tul Madina (MTM),
was a great success. More than 50
teachers from 30 areas on the
Cape Flats attended the course
daily, from Mondays to Thurs-
days. The course made teachers
aware of the necessity to develop
the ability to adapt to new situa-

tions and to upgrade their meth-
ods, and to reach out to to our
youth.

The course started with an hon-
est introspective evaluation on
why each one was a madrasah
teacher, their concerns and their
aspirations. It laid the ground for
the rest of the course.

We were fortunate to have
trained facilitators in their respec-
tive fields.

Quran recitation tuition by
Shaikh Ighsaan Davids and
Moulana Saleem Ghaibie for
teachers helped upskill them in
methods of training youth.

The approaches to Islamic The-
ology and Practice by Moulana
Shameeg Khatari, VOCfm

Madrasah on Air presenter, and
Moulana Muhammad Kamalie,
senior teacher at MTM, brought
more insights and skills to the
teachers.

Mr Hasanain Abdullah, from
Awqaf SA, and Mr Ebrahim Ismail
gave presentations on the role of
technology and the 4th industrial
revolution and its impact on
madrasah education.

The CEO of Islamia College,
Shaikh Sadullah Khan’s presenta-
tion was on the ‘who for’, ‘what
for’ and ‘why’ in preparing your
lessons.

The classroom and lesson prep
tips by Mr Redwaan Williams,
principal of Portland High School,
in Mitchells Plain, was invaluable.

The ‘Psychology of youth and
handling your learners’ was well
explained by Sister Lemeez Gas-
ant, a retired WCED educational
psychologist.

Mr Farid Sayed, editor of Mus-
lim Views, presented guidelines on
how madaris can work with
newspapers and radio stations to
be a bridge between the institu-
tions and the communities they
serve and in so doing get the work
of the madaris publicised.
Madrasah teachers, being rooted
in the community were also a reli-
able primary source of grassroots
news for the media.

Mr Faheem Jackson brought
some Arabic calligraphy art to the
course and was enjoyed by teach-
ers, with many of them realising
the aesthetic and therapeutic val-
ues of the arts for the young learn-
ers.

Principal of MTM, Shaikh Ab-
duragmaan May, brought the at-
tention of teachers to effective
fundraising and running of

madaris.
Mr Ebrahim Rhoda and Mr

Shafiq Morton brought Cape
Muslim History to life. Their pre-
sentations inspired teachers to in-
clude some local Muslim history
in their curricula.

Sister Magboeba Davids, Is-
lamic Unity Convention, gave an
awareness presentation on the sa-
credness of the womb and being a
female, and highlighted the crises
in our communities regarding teen
pregnancies, abortions and HIV
amongst young females.

Now it is for the teachers to im-
plement the ideas and tips they re-
ceived.

All in all, great friendships were
forged and great knowledge was
shared during the month.

Everyone expressed their desire
to have another similar course be-
cause of its comprehensive con-
tent.
Muhammad Kamalie is secretary,
senior teacher and head of
 research at MTM.

Madrasah teachers inspired by month-long pilot project

More than 50 teachers from 30 areas on the Cape Flats attended the Madrasah Teachers Training Course organised by
Madrasah Tul Madina in Beacon Valley, Mitchells Plain. The success of this pilot project paves the way for an extended
course next year. Photo ABDUL LATIEF ROSSIER

The one-month long Madrasah Teachers Training Course, a pilot project by
Madrasah Tul Madina, had trained and experienced facilitators in their respective
fields. Photo ABDUL LATIEF ROSSIER
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ASSISTING youth, especially on
the Cape Flats, in finding support
and access to career information
will create a better future for
youth, thereby lessening the
chances of youth falling prey to
social ills such as drugs, poverty
in families and gangsterism.

Madrasah Tul Madina (MTM),
a youth development NPO,
through this social development
project, aims to fight these nega-
tive social ills and provide the
youth easy access to education and
skills training opportunities so
that they can explore their talents
and fulfil their dreams.

In fulfilment of our aims, we
had our second career expo on

Saturday morning, September 14,
2019, in conjunction with Port-
lands High School, in the school
hall.

More than 33 higher education
institutions and colleges, profes-
sionals as well as successful small
business owners were on hand to
assist the more than 1 500 youth
who visited during the course of
the morning from the various high
schools in Mitchells Plain and be-
yond with career advice and infor-
mation on courses offered and
inspirational and motivational ad-
vice from business owners.

Some of the institutions present
were College of Cape Town,
TSIBA Business College, Damelin
College, False Bay TVET College,
Pearson College, iCollege, Centre
for Creative Education, Boston

City Campus, SAE School of Ani-
mation, Mancosa, Iziko Museum,
Radio 786, Harambee Youth Em-
ployment Accelerator as well as Is-
lamic institutes such as SANZAF,
Madina Institute, IPSA, Az-
Zahraa Institute for Women.

Government Agency NYDA
(National Youth Development
Agency) was present as well as
professionals such as a quantity
surveyor, radiographer, DSD social
worker, international chef and an
occupational therapist were pre-
sen.

They talked to youth about
their professional journeys and
successes.

Small businesses such as Cres-
cent Lifestyle, ER Sewing and oth-
ers were there.

The event made for a well-bal-

anced mix of educational institu-
tions, NPOs in youth employ-
ment, education and development,
artisans and small business.

Proceedings started with duahs
and opening remarks by the ward
councillor for Beacon Valley and

Mitchells Plain CBD, Mr Michael
Pietersen, who expressed his ap-
preciation to MTM for organising
this event, and expressed his hope
that this will be a yearly event.

He committed himself to play-
ing his role in its future success.
Presentations were afterwards
given on CV writing and law. Var-
ious colleges were able to display
their video clips on screen at the
hall.

The expo has a great potential
to grow and we hope that, next
year, even more institutions will
join us and assist us in fulfilling
one of our aims in bringing career
and higher educational study op-
portunities to our youth.
Muhammad Kamalie is secretary,
senior teacher and head of
 research at MTM.

Career expo gives youth access to training opportunities The Madrasatul Madina Career Expo.
Photo SUPPLIED

THE Association of Muslim
Schools (AMS) KwaZulu-Natal
conference will be held at the
Crescent Hall, in Parlock,
 Durban, on October 5 and 6,
2019.

The theme of the conference is
‘The role of Islamic pedagogy in
the transformation of Muslim
schools in South Africa’.

The main guest speaker will be
Professor Mahomed Abdalla, head
of the Centre for Islamic Thought
and Education at University of
South Australia, Adelaide.

He will be accompanied by 
Dr Nadeem Memon, Dylan
Chown and Dr Mahmoud Nathie.

Professor Adam Habib, vice-
chancellor and principal of Uni-

versity of the Witwatersrand, will
address the plenary session on
Sunday, October 6.

The conference programme will
comprise plenary sessions with
keynote addresses by three of the
main presenters.

This will be followed by a series
of breakaways that will cater
specifically for the following
groups of educators: Islamiat, Ara-
bic, foundation phase, primary
phase and high school phase.

Professor Mohamad Abdalla is
the founding-director of the Cen-
tre for Islamic Thought and Edu-
cation (CITE) at University of
South Australia.

Previously, he was the found-
ing-director of the National Cen-

tre of Excellence for Islamic Stud-
ies and the Griffith Islamic Re-
search Unit (GIRU) at Griffith
University.

His authored and co-authored
books include Islamic schooling in
the West: Pathways to Renewal;
Leadership in Islam: Processes and
Solutions in Australian Organiza-
tions; Islamic Science: The myth of
the decline theory; and Islam in
the Australian News Media.

Dr Mahmood Nathie is an Is-
lamic finance scholar and practi-
tioner.

He is a qualified accountant by
profession and holds post-gradu-
ate degrees in Economics, Taxa-
tion and Finance.

He achieved his PhD with aca-

demic excellence from Griffith
University and as an academic has
published in numerous journals,
prepared technical reports, and
appeared and presented numerous
papers at major Islamic finance
conferences.

Currently, he teaches Islamic
studies and Islamic Finance at Uni-
versity of South Australia’s Centre
for Islamic Thought and Educa-
tion (CITE/ UniSA).

Dr Nadeem Memon is a senior
research fellow and the pro-
gramme director for Islamic edu-
cation at CITE/ UniSA.

His research focuses on teacher
education with particular empha-
sis on Islamic pedagogy, compara-
tive faith-based schooling,
philosophy of religious education,
and culturally responsive teaching.

He is the co-editor of two

books: Philosophies of Islamic Ed-
ucation: Historical Perspectives
and Emerging Discourses (Rout-
ledge, 2016) and Discipline, Devo-
tion, and Dissent: Jewish,
Catholic, and Islamic Schooling in
Canada (Wilfrid Laurier Univer-
sity Press, 2013).

Dylan Chown is a lecturer at
CITE/ UniSA.

His research focuses on teacher
education, with emphasis on Is-
lamic pedagogy and culturally and
religiously responsive pedagogy, as
well areas of inclusion and justice
and school renewal.
For further details on the AMS
KZN conference contact
Ebrahim Ansur via email:
eansur@mweb.co.za / cell:
082 082 8265 or Hameed Kazi,
email: admin@ams-sa.org / 
cell: 084 580 6326.

AMS KZN conference scheduled for early October
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HISHAM DAFTERDAR
THE relationship between awqaf
and ethics is very strong, and the
sector shows great concern for
ethical values such as honesty,
 integrity trust, commitment and
compassion.

These values are very important
and are beyond dispute.

Ethical conduct is at the core of
awqaf credo, and, in Islam, is con-
sidered an act of piety, a prime
virtue and the basis of all human
relations.

When we talk about ethics for
awqaf, we focus on ethics of the
nazir in a professional context;
how the nazir should act in rela-
tion to beneficiaries and the
broader range of awqaf stakehold-
ers, what he can overlook and
what he shouldn’t compromise.

Philosopher and theologian P J
Tillich said: ‘Ethics is not a sub-
ject, it is a life put to the test in a
thousand daily moments.’
Nowhere could this be more rele-
vant than to the awqaf nazir
whose behaviour is under close
scrutiny and is challenged from
every quarter.

Nazirs are not only required to
act in good faith for the best out-
comes for the waqf but also to be
seen acting lawfully, diligently and
ethically, and building trust among
those they deal with. There is
nothing more damaging to awqaf
than the loss of ethics.

The negative effects are conta-
gious and can spread across the
entire awqaf sector. This is be-
cause the absence of ethics is often
more noticeable than their pres-
ence. Unethical actions also im-
pact public goodwill and erode
confidence in awqaf institutions
and their management.

Ethical challenges arise at all
levels and in all types of awqaf or-
ganisations and involve a complex
relationship between the nazirs
and their stakeholders.

Some of these challenges can re-
sult in misrepresentation of the
waqf deed, infringement of the

waqif’s conditions, and misalloca-
tion of financial resources.

Many a time, wrongdoing is
done inadvertently and without in-
tended malice by otherwise decent
and admirable people. We are all
capable of doing things that go
against our own values and at the
same time continue to think of
ourselves as ethical, upright per-
sons.

Many ethical issues involve
grey areas, i.e. activities that are
on the fringes of wrongdoing or
that involve misallocation of re-
sources or inadequate accountabil-
ity and transparency.

Despite his best intentions, a
nazir may come up against certain
legal and ethical challenges during
his interaction with stakeholders.
Some of the common issues that
may arise include confidentiality,
respecting the rights of beneficiar-
ies and being aware of conflicts of
interest.

Measurement of ethical creden-
tials of nazirs is an equation with
many unknowns and many as-
sumptions. Add in the emotional
variables and the equation be-
comes even more lopsided.

The evaluation of ethical be-

haviour requires awqaf to have a
code of ethics to guide decision-
making and activities as well as
the behaviour of employees, vol-
unteers and board members.

The code should address issues
such as conflicts of interest, fair-
ness, transparency and accounta-
bility.

Unfortunately, a code cannot
cover and prevent every possible
unethical act just as it cannot pre-
vent wrong judgment or inappro-
priate decisions but it should
define values and expectations of
behaviour, and provide some guid-
ance for nazirs when they en-
counter ethical dilemmas.

To be effective, a code of ethics
and professional conduct needs to
be interpreted by ethical individu-
als who do not focus on loopholes
to be discovered or see the code as
a hurdle to be overcome.

Being an awqaf nazir is not an
easy task, which involves shariah
compliance, legal responsibilities
and sensitive decision-making for
little or no remuneration beyond
the feeling of doing something im-
portant and worthwhile.

Nazirs are respected and
trusted not only because they com-

ply with the law and the ethical
principles of shariah but because
their behaviour exceeds legal obli-
gations and is in the public inter-
est.

Awqaf is not only an economi-
cally viable sector but ethically su-
perior in achieving socio-economic
development.

Awqaf organisations are so-
cially responsible entities that act
in a socially responsible way and
their values are exemplified by
their nazirs.

However, while it might not be
possible to vouch for the honesty
and integrity of every nazir, we
should be able to vouch for the
strength, vigour and effectiveness
of the waqf’s ethical framework.
Hisham Dafterdar, CPA, PhD, is
chairman of Awkaf Australia
Ltd.

Awqaf – The ethical sector

An initiative of
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Learners +
Extra Maths Tuition

= A Bright Future

Quality education is a cornerstone of a 
thriving society. Our Matric Mathematics 
Upgrade Project has reached over 6 000 

matriculants attending township schools in 
areas such as Soweto, Ladysmith and the 

Cape Flats. The extra maths tuition directly 
impacts learners’ grades and assists them 

in qualifying for tertiary education. To 
ensure the sustainability of the project, 
maths teachers receive training as well.

as ‘Read’, educating our community is an act of faith.
Pledge your support today.

Dr Hisham Dafterdar.Photo SUPPLIED

Some of the common issues that may 
arise include confidentiality, respecting 

the rights of beneficiaries and being 
aware of conflicts of interest...
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IN the last article, I discussed
marriages out of community of
property without accrual. In this
issue, I discuss marriages that are
out of community of property
but with the accrual.

These marriages also require an
ante-nuptial contract (ANC) to be
concluded before the civil mar-
riage ceremony, whether the civil
marriage ceremony is concluded at
Home Affairs or by an imam who
is a registered marriage officer. I
discussed the nature of an ANC in
my previous article.

Since 1984, any ANC con-
cluded, that excludes community
of property and community of
profit and loss, automatically in-
cludes the accrual system.

Spouses can exclude the accrual
system but this has to be specifi-
cally stipulated in the ANC. If they
do not exclude it then the accrual
system automatically applies and
the spouses will be entitled to
share in the growth of the two es-
tates in the event of a divorce.

During the marriage, each
spouse retains control of his or her
own property, builds up his or her
own estate and each is responsible
for his or her own debts.

On dissolution of the marriage
by death or divorce, the value of
the assets obtained during the
marriage (the accrual) will be
shared equally.

The accrual is determined by
calculating the difference in the net
starting value and the net final
value of the estate of each spouse
with the exclusion of inheritances,
legacies and donations.

On dissolution of the marriage,

the value of the difference in the
accrual of the two estates, taking
inflation into account, is then di-
vided equally.

For instance, if the commence-
ment value of a husband’s estate is
R1 000 000 and on divorce, the
value of his estate is R5 000 000
then the amount by which his es-
tate increased (in this case 
R4 000 000) is deemed the ac-
crual.

The same calculation must then
be done for the other spouse, in
this case, the wife. So, if the wife’s
commencement value of her estate
is nil and on divorce the value of
her estate is R1 000 000 then the
accrual in her estate would be R1
000 000.

The difference between the two
accruals is R3 000 000 (that is 
R4 000 000 less R1 000 000).
The party whose estate accrued by
the smaller amount will then have
a claim against the other party’s
estate for half of the difference in
the accrual: therefore R1 500 000. 

In this case, the husband will
have to transfer R1 500 000 from
his estate to the wife’s estate.

In terms of the Matrimonial
Property Act, certain assets are ex-
cluded from the accrual, like an in-
heritance received during the
course of the marriage, donations
made between the parties during

the course of the marriage or as-
sets that are explicitly excluded in
terms of conditions set out in the
marriage contract (i.e. the ANC).

The advantages of the accrual
system are that the spouses share
the increase in their assets accu-
mulated during the marriage and
the economically weaker spouse
therefore benefits from this sys-
tem. Hence, if the wife’s estate is
far less because she took time out
of her professional career to be the
primary caregiver of the children
or to take care of the home then,
under the accrual system, she will
be able to share in the assets accu-
mulated by her husband during
the course of their marriage even
if she did not directly contribute to
the growth of his estate.

A further advantage is that
spouses can choose not to share
their assets acquired before their
marriage, depending on the condi-

tions stipulated in their ANC.
Also during the course of the

marriage, each spouse can manage
his or her own estate, with no
complex joint or equal administra-
tion of their estates.

A further advantage is that the
spouses are not liable for each
other’s debts, hence, if one spouse
becomes insolvent, the other
spouse is protected against credi-
tors.

The disadvantage of marriages
out of community of property
with the accrual system is that the
economically stronger spouse has
to share the profits that he or she
made during the marriage.

Furthermore, the calculation of
accrual at the end of the marriage
can be complex and requires the
assistance of an attorney. It is very
important that your attorney cal-
culates the commencement value
of each estate as accurately as pos-
sible at the start of the marriage.

Lastly, to conclude a marriage
with accrual, one has to enter into
an ANC, which requires the assis-
tance of a notary, which can be
costly.

If one does, however, enter into
an ANC before concluding your
Islamic marriage ceremony (nikah)
then I would also advise the
spouses to include various condi-
tions pertaining to your Islamic
marriage contract in your ANC.

Your attorney should be able to
advise you on which Islamic law
marriage conditions and provi-
sions can be included into your
ANC and that will be enforceable
on the termination of the mar-
riage.

Marriages out of community of property with accrual
In Part 15 of this series, ADVOCATE FATIMAH ESSOP outlines
the implications of marriage out of community of property with
accrual.

In terms of the Matrimonial Property Act, certain assets are excluded

from the accrual, like an inheritance received during the course of the

marriage, donations made between the parties during the course of the

marriage or assets that are explicitly excluded in terms of conditions

set out in the marriage contract (i.e. the ANC)...
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MASNOENA ALLIE ISAACS
MUSLIM Hands’s programmes
manager, Shaikh Haashim Peck,
along with accounts manager, 
Mr Ismail Dawood Fakee,
 recently went on a trip to Mali
and Niger.

The purpose of their trip was to
assess the water projects com-
pleted by Muslim Hands as well as
how to enhance our water proj-
ects.

The two were able to experi-
ence firsthand information of our
ongoing international water proj-
ects on the ground, as well the im-
pact the community water well
and the dig-a-wells have on the vil-
lagers in Mali and Niger.

Part of the trip was also to look
at some of the future potential
projects that Muslim Hands can
deliver in Mali and Niger.

The communities in both Mali
and Niger are well structured vil-
lages. Their social structures allow
the village to function efficiently;
each village has a head of the vil-
lage, elders, womenfolk and the
children, and each group of people
within the village has a role to play
within the function of the village.

There is a lot of respect from
the children to the elders and this
was especially admirable when the
Muslim Hands delegation visited
the elders of the community and
the children and women were ab-

sent from this meeting because
they understood the importance of
the meeting, and that it had to do
with the future of the village.

When Muslim Hands visited
the village of Bassa, in October
2018, there was no access to water
in the village. Villagers had to
travel approximately two kilome-
tres on a donkey to collect water,
and when the team arrived there

this year, they were pleased to wit-
ness five dig-a-wells, quite a few of
which has been sponsored by vol-
unteers from Muslim Hands UK
and Muslim Hands France.

We are also in the process of
completing more wells in the vil-
lages. Access to clean water has
changed the lives of many vil-
lagers. Their schedule for the day
has now become more practical,

and they are able to focus on edu-
cating themselves since they no
longer have to walk long distances
to collect water.

Our main focus in Mali and
Niger are dig-a-wells and commu-
nity wells. The water comes
straight from the ground and is
crystal clear, and does not go
through any filtration process.
You are able to drink this water as
you draw it from the ground.

A community well lasts up to
twenty-five years and a dig-a-well
lasts up to ten years.

Muslim Hands keeps the wells
very simple because of their rural
environment and setup, their ac-
cess to mechanical shops is a long
distance away.

Fitting a high-tech mechanical
system at the wells is not some-
thing practical for the villagers of
Mali and Niger. Thus, locals pre-
fer to have a bucket and rope sys-
tem. This option is low
maintenance and if problems do
occur, the locals are able to fix it
with ease due to their accessibility
to items such as rope and buckets.

Apart from the wells, Muslim
Hands also has two schools of ex-
cellence in Mali and Niger. One of
which is fully sponsored by Mus-
lim Hands France.

The Muslim Hands School of
Excellence in Niger has received
an accolade from the government.

In 2018, ten of the top achiev-

ing learners in Niger were all from
the Muslim Hands School of Ex-
cellence, and the top learner in the
whole of Niger was also from the
MH School of Excellence.

Other projects carried out by
MH in Mali and Niger are liveli-
hood projects, such as chickens
and goats which we provide to
widowed mothers who have the
responsibility of looking after their
young children.

Over 90 per cent of the villagers
in Mali and Niger are Muslim and
it was very overwhelming to see
how they use the water wells to
take wudu for daily prayers.

Some of the villages visited
were Niamey, the capital of Niger,
and Bamako, the capital of Mali.

The villagers have really devel-
oped since they now have access to
clean drinking water and ex-
pressed their sincere appreciation
to the donors who have sponsored
the wells.

Some of them even plant their
own cotton now and will start tak-
ing care of their own yarn and
clothing needs.
Contact us today on 
021 633 6413 or send us an
email to
mail@muslimhands.org.za to
sponsor a well and make a differ-
ence in the lives of more villagers
in Miradi and Basa today!
Muslim Hands – united for the
needy.

- ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE -

Muslim Hands in Mali and Niger

Muslim Hands SA programmes manager, Shaikh Hashim Peck, and accounts
manager, Ismail Fakee, at a well in Mali. Photo SUPPLIED
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HASSAN NOOR MAHOMED
THE Islamic Dawah Movement
(IDM), this August, held the first
national Quran drive called
‘Spread the Light’, in conjunction
with Fusion Inyameko and Logic
(Light of Guidance Centre), and
hundreds of volunteers.

Taking place across South
Africa, from the very poor reaches
of our land to the affluent portions
of South Africa, the single focus of
the Quran drive was to foster a
sense of harmony and community
between people of different racial
and religious backgrounds.

This first ever outreach went as
far as the Cape Flats of Cape
Town, the beaches of Durban and
the Highveld of Johannesburg.

The holy Quran is often taken
out of context and used to justify
violence, ultimately distorting a
very beautiful religion, one that is
based on the principals of peace,
love and understanding.

With this in mind, IDM em-
barked on a brave new strategy to
deliver the Quran in people’s na-
tive languages.

Having translated the Quran
into six different languages, and
making it more accessible to peo-
ple of South Africa, presenting the
light of the Quran in people’s
mother tongues allows many to
understand the Quran, the word
of the Almighty.

It helps one to see through
mainstream media distortions and
understand why this noble text is
revered by Muslims.

The subtle teaching ways of the
Quran, a nuanced literary master-
piece, a revealed book that is writ-
ten in ways that allow readers of
different capabilities to reach for
and meet the Quran according to
their own understandings and ex-

periences of the world.
This makes it a key form of

what is regarded as dawah, which
is the spreading of knowledge, and
invitation to Islam, which was the
main factor in titling the project
‘Spread the light’.

The Quran is a book of guid-
ance.The term ‘light’ is used to de-
scribe ‘guidance’, it is something
that is prevalent in all facets of
knowledge and is often ascribed to
or joined with the concept of light
being a revelation or illuminating.

Endemic to many of the socio-
economic issues that contempo-
rary South Africans face is a
darkness that leads people into de-
pression, drugs, crime and vio-
lence; a life that is fractured and
fragmented because people don’t
have something to hold onto, a be-
lief system, a way of life that is
complete.

This results in a need for light,
guidance and understanding that
is much more imperative to bridge
the gaps and heal the wounds in
society.

Our teams took to the streets as
they did a new form of dawah.

These teams of between 50 and
100 trained volunteers visited over
30 townships nationwide, explain-
ing Islam and putting to rest mis-
conceptions of the Quran that are
so prevalent in current media, tak-
ing the time to have personal one-
on-one interactions, spreading the
knowledge and exchanging kind-
ness.

The teams handed out Qurans
to passers-by and copies of My
Role Model, a book which relates
the life of Prophet Muhammad
(SAW).

In addition, that served as a
gateway to the Quran because
Prophet Muhammad (SAW) was
the walking Quran.

Written in an easily relatable
way, My Role Model proved a per-
fect companion to our distribu-
tion.

The external portion of this
project also included home visits
where children from as young as
six years old, joined us as we went
from home to home and distrib-
uted Qurans to many in need,
both Muslims and non-Muslims.

The teams were greeted with

the utmost respect and love from
members of the public across all
communities, respect being a
theme prevailing and experienced
by all volunteers, nationwide.

It is amazing what an impact a
smile and a good heart can have,
especially when relating to the
kind, generous people of our land.

Families took to the project in
droves as they welcomed the
young and the old, feeding them
with what little they had, often
bringing tears to our eyes because
of their open generosity.

The project was unlike any-
thing that has been done before. It
was not about inviting people to
Islam but rather, aimed at bringing
awareness of Islam in South Africa
and to the people.

This approach meant that it
was something that was welcomed
by all.

The overarching principle in
sharing the Quran and My Role
Model may have been to foster
good human relationships but the
underlying idea was to give people
the ability to lead a more prosper-
ous and stable life, allowing them

the tools to experience life from
another perspective, the perspec-
tive of their Muslim brothers.

There were droves of people
coming to accept these gifts that
were being presented to them.

The curiosity of others who had
not been quite brave enough to
ask questions before were an-
swered, which allowed us to bring
forth a much greater understand-
ing.

It is our hope that we can con-
tinue with a project on the same
scale on an annual basis and on a
much smaller scale on a monthly
basis, as needed.

The project was wholly success-
ful in that it achieved something
that was unprecedented, where
over 10 000 Qurans and Islamic
literature were distributed, allow-
ing us to reach many more hearts
and homes.

IDM thanks everyone who
were part of it, especially the com-
munity who took to the project so
vibrantly and allowed it to become
such a massive success.
Hassan Noor Mahomed is the
deputy director of IDM.

Spreading the Light programme

IDM teams went to various parts of South Africa – from the poorest parts of the country to the more affluent areas – to spread the light of the Quran. Photos SUPPLIED
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That’s where
your Sahuc fee
goes

I WOULD like to clear the air
regarding the misconceptions sur-
rounding the South African Haj
and Umrah Council (Sahuc) and
their operations, especially the R1
500 on acceptance of accredita-
tion.

I have experienced first hand
the sterling work that the Sahuc
volunteers do for the hujaaj from
the moment they set foot at Cape
Town International Airport on
their journey of a lifetime until we
return to the same airport.

Landing at Madinah airport
and when leaving Madinah for
Makkah, they were there to assist.
In the buses to welcome us.

Their clinic in Madinah was ac-
cessible to all, with every one
being friendly. In Makkah, they
were  a bit further away but still
within walking distance, even
though we took a taxi back due to
the heat.

In Madinah, I was stopped a
few times by Sahuc volunteers
who always inquired about my
wellbeing and asked if I was okay,
needed medical assistance or help
with anything, and advised me to
stay out of the sun.

They were also visible in Az-
iziyah – always busy. The clinic
was also in operation for all hujaaj
there.

With our moving from Az-
iziyah to Meena, they were in the
Main Road, flagging down all the
buses, marked number 21 ( South
African Camp B. 21 ) and did not
leave until all hujaaj were on their
respective buses.

On Meena and Arafah, Sahuc
voluunteers handed out hundreds
and hundreds of bottles of ice cold
Tang to help the hujaaj stay hy-
drated. On Meena, they had a
medical tent where they could also
administer drips to the dehydrated
hujaaj. On the days of Tashreeq,
en route to the jamaraats, along
with our group’s leaders, Sahuc
volunteers  walked with the South
African flag held high.

As our group had people leav-
ing for home on different dates,
buses had to come to the beits (the
famous Al Reemis) quite a few
times, and I noticed that there was
always a Sahuc volunteer  around,
even helping with loading the lug-
gage.

On my return to the airport in
Cape Town, the first non-hujaaj
people I saw before the doors

opened for us to meet our family,
were Sahuc volunteers, greeting us
with ‘Hajj maqbool and mabroor’.

Yes, I can, without a doubt, at-
test to the work the volunteers do,
and one vitamin B injection along
with a course of antibiotics and
maybe some ‘sterksalf’ then your
R1 500 has been utilised. And you
still need another vitamin B.co
once you are in Aziziyah, just be-
fore Hajj, ‘So you can have that
oomph and strength and energy
for the days of Hajj.’ (quoted by a
Sahuc medical assistant)

Shireen Petersen Abrahams
Surrey Estate

The replacement
and other
 theories

WHAT is the common thread
linking Islamophobia in the
‘West’, the killing of Muslims in
New Zealand, in Syria, Iraq,
Afghanistan etc. and the killing of
Hispanics and blacks in El-Paso,
Texas, Ohio and North Carolina?

These mass killings are all
linked to ‘the great replacement’
theory of French theorist Renaud
Camus.

In a nutshell, Camus submits
that ‘white Europeans are being
replaced in Europe with Arabs and
Africans mainly Muslims through
mass migration and demographic
growth’. Thus the killings by
‘white lone wolves’ could be con-
sidered a necessary response to
protect western (read as white Eu-
ropean) culture and civilisation
from invasion from any darker
skinned people who are generally
considered less human and thus a
threat.

Ironically, historian Nicolas
Lebourg argues that Camus’s the-
ory parallels older anti-Semitic
conspiracies which suggests the
existence of a Jewish plot to de-
stroy Europe through miscegena-
tion.

Miscegenation is the mixing of
different racial groups through
marriage, sexual relations and
procreation, particularly mixing
that is alleged to negatively impact
the purity of a specific race or cul-
ture.

Historian Lebourg submits that
Camus’s input was to replace the
anti-Semitic elements with themes
of a clash of civilisations between
Muslims and Europeans.

The recent killings in El-Paso
Texas by a ‘white lone wolf’ was
led by a manifesto in which the re-
placement theory was voiced. Os-
tensibly, the manifesto suggests

that the mass movement of His-
panics and Blacks into the region
is part of a broader plan to replace
whites in Texas as a demographic
majority.

The recent killing of Muslims in
New Zealand was also preceded
by a manifesto in which the
shooter described his fear of for-
eign Muslims overwhelming local
whites with sheer numbers.

On 22 July 2011, a multi-ethnic
youth camp organised by a left
wing political party promoting
multiculturalism in Norway also
witnessed the mass killing by a
‘white lone wolf’. The killings
were also preceded by a ‘replace-
ment’ manifesto.

South African ‘white lone
wolfs’ oddly named themselves
‘white wolfs’. The bomb blast at
the Worcester Shoprite on Dec
2012 and Barend Strydom, the
‘white lone wolf’, who killed seven
blacks in the Strijdom Square
Massacre in Pretoria on 15 No-
vember 1988 also released similar
replacement manifestos.

Ironically, when white men
slaughter blacks or Muslims or
Hispanics, the media and Presi-
dent Trump suggests mental ill-
ness. When a ‘Muslim’ kills others
then Islam and global Muslim
community are blamed, why?

Ordinary people must consider
the reality that often specific acts
of global violence that appear ran-
dom, are not random. They are
carefully planned because within
the chaos, exists opportunity and
benefits for a few.

The ruthless, non-stop wars in
the Middle East compel Muslims
towards Europe. The conflicts in
South America compel Hispanics
towards North America. Who are
instigating these conflicts and
what are their end plans?

Already Iraq, Afghanistan,
Syria, Yemen, Kashmir, Sudan and
the Rohingya and Palestinians are
subjugated and humiliated. Now
another war with Iran and its
Arab neighbours seems foresee-
able. At present, many majority
Muslim nations, like Egypt, are re-
liant on the USA for economic sur-
vival, and Pakistan lives in fear of
nuclear India.

Like the ‘replacement theory’
by Renaud Camus merits atten-
tion, Muslims must consider why
we continue to kill each other for
the benefit of our mutual enemies.
Are we unable to witness the self-
destructive patterns or are we re-
ally that stupid?

Is the latest war, a war between
Arabs and Persians or a Muslim

on Muslim conflict? 
While India abuses the Kash-

miris and the Israelis abuse the
Palestinians and the Burmese
abuse the Rohingya and so on, do
Muslims really have time and en-
ergy to fight each other? Do we
not have enough legitimate jihads
to fight instead of fighting each
other?

Cllr Yagyah Adams
Cape Muslim Congress

ANC must first
mend its ways

SO the government says they
are going to ensure there are more
rape kits in their police stations?

This is only one link in a long
broken chain. Ironically, statistics
show that the majority of ANC
voters are women, yet the women
bear the brunt of crime and then
continue to vote ANC. Cognitive
dissonance of the highest order.

Why are the opposition parties
not attracting the female vote?
This is how democracy is sup-
posed to work. And what about
demeriting all those policemen
who have not ensured that each
police station has rape kits? Don’t
pay their bonuses.

The country is collapsing be-
cause every civil servant operates

with impunity. We should reward
success, not failure. This will send
a signal to society to mend their
ways. Yet, what does the govern-
ment do?

It begs people, civil servants, ri-
oters, men, truck burners and
gangsters to mend their ways.

People will not mend their ways
unless there are consequences. In
all normal societies, governments
lock up criminals, not cajole them.
And lock them up for many years,
not one or two years.

The underlying problem behind
the lawlessness in the country is
ideology and culture – it is how we
do things. The looters at the top
are still walking around and none
have been arrested except some
whistle blowers.

And the Zondo Commission is
only investigating the tip of the
iceberg. What about investigating
all the municipalities, SOEs and
government departments?

There are 1 000s of different
networks, not only the Zupta net-
work. Democracy only works if
one holds the ruling party to ac-
count by voting them out of
power, not marching, protesting
and spouting pious platitudes.

The ANC will first have to
mend its ways before our rapists,
looters and murderers will.

Naushad Omar

Letters to the Editor APOLOGY
IN our August 2019 edition, we published an article, ‘A life of
sabr and shukr breathes its last in Madinah’, written by our
 regular contributor, Sabeehah Mahomed, about the life of
 Suliman Bhamjee.
The writer made certain claims in the article, which, we
 acknowledge, had the potential to cause hurt to some members
of the Bhamjee family.
We could have exercised greater diligence and edited out the
 portions that caused offence.
We extend our apologies to the extended Bhamjee family.
The Editor

Imam Abdullah Haron (left), the founder editor of Muslim News, with the
 publisher, Sayed Muhammad Zubair Uthmani. Before launching Muslim News,
Sayed Zubair established Islamic Publications Bureau (IPB) which disseminated
Islamic literature across Africa at no cost. It was at IPB that many of the activists
that Imam met in the townships of Langa, Nyanga and Gugulethu received
 literature on the fundamentals of Islam. See page 20 Photo ARCHIVE
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WITH the junk status in South
Africa still looming, questions are
on the rise about how the junk
status will affect small businesses,
and just how big the impact will
be.

Let’s investigate the situation
and maybe offer some tips to own-
ers.

SMEs are likely to feel the im-
pact of the downgrade to junk sta-
tus. It is expected that interest
rates will hike further, the costs to
keep businesses afloat will in-
crease, there will be increased
pressure on the rand and rising in-
flation will all further stretch small
business owners’ already strained
budgets.

SMEs with loans linked to the

prime lending rate will have to
cough up more to service their ex-
isting debts, and those with busi-
ness property bonds will have to
pay higher monthly instalments.

One of the consequences
that SMEs should not overlook
is how the downgrade will affect
consumers and how spending
trends will be affected. With this
in mind, as a business owner, what
are some of the important factors
that will affect your customers?

Interest rates will most likely
rise, which will result in an in-
crease in the monthly cost of debt,
including home loans, vehicle fi-
nance, credit cards and other re-
payments, which will
put further strain on consumers’

individual disposable income.
Jobs at risk: the downgrade will

result in SMEs having to tighten
their belts. In an environment
where doing business becomes
tougher, businesses will be less
likely to hire more staff and
may even have to cut down on the
number of employees on the pay-
roll to ease spending.

Inflation: economists predict
the downgrade will have an ‘ad-
verse’ impact on both the rand and
inflation, local and international
investment funds may withdraw
from the country. This will have
an impact on the value of the

rand, the cost to import goods will
increase.

The devaluing of the currency
will further drive up the cost of
petrol, which means that the cost
for transport and food will in-
crease, putting further pressure on
the consumer’s household finances
and the country’s inflation.

Consumer confidence: with the
increasing interest rates and higher
inflation, consumer confidence
about the state of the economy
will also suffer, resulting in lower
spending.

Low levels of consumer confi-
dence mean consumers expect
South Africa’s economy to deteri-
orate further and they will start to
believe it is not a good time to buy
durable goods. Lower spending
will, in turn, place more pressure
on economic growth.

The implications for SMEs of
the looming junk status does seem
gloomy. However, there are steps
that small businesses can take to
protect themselves. Small business
owners have to exercise caution

for the coming years to ensure
their survival.

SMEs shouldn’t suspend activ-
ity or stop moving forward. Small
business owners won’t have to
stop taking out debt altogether but
they need to be more vigilant in
the management of their loans.

Small business owners should
consider consulting financiers and
also extensively research funding
options. Small businesses should
also look to review their business
plans in the light of a tougher
economy. This includes cutting
down on unnecessary spending.

Small business owners should
consider using the services of tax
consultants to help them discover
what tax incentives and excep-
tions are allowed for SMEs, to
help ease their burdens.
Contact any one of Nexia
SAB&T branches nationally for
assistance in your tax affairs.
Please note that the above is for
information purposes only and
does not constitute tax advice. As
each individual’s personal
 circumstances vary, we
 recommend they seek advice on
the matter.
Please note that while every
 effort is made to ensure  accuracy,
Nexia SAB&T does not accept
responsibility for any
 inaccuracies or errors contained
herein. If you are in doubt about
any information in this article or
require advice on the topical mat-
ter, please do not hesitate to con-
tact any Nexia SAB&T office.

The effect of junk
status on small
businesses in
South Africa
HASSEN KAJIE, CA (SA), a director of Nexia SAB&T, based
in the Cape Town office, and AYSHA OSMAN, CA (SA),
 National Technical Manager for Nexia SAB&T, in the
 Centurion office, give small business owners some insight
into the effect of junk status on their businesses.

Hassen Kajie Aysha Osman

Focus on Finance

...businesses will be 
less likely to hire more
staff and may even

have to cut down on the
number of employees 

on the payroll to 
ease spending...
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THIS article focuses on slavery
currently practised by Muslims in
Libya. To begin with, it will
 provide a brief background to
Muslim involvement in slavery in
general and in Africa, specifically.

Slavery was the norm in most
countries since ancient times. As
far as the European slave trade in
Africa is concerned, it commenced
in the mid-15th century, when the
Portuguese and Spanish began to
take African slaves to work in
their countries and colonies.

What is often not mentioned is
that Africans, too, were involved
in slavery.

Slaves were to be found in most
regions of Africa.

In general, Muslim kingdoms
and sultanates in Africa were or-
ganised around the slave trade.
Enemy soldiers were captured dur-
ing war and treated as slaves.

The Transatlantic Slave Trade,
where slaves were taken from
West Africa to Europe and the

USA between the 16th and 19th
centuries is well-known.

The story of the transport of
West African slaves to the US was
popularised by Alex Haley’s book
in 1976, Roots: the Saga of an
American Family, which traces the
origin of Kunta Kunte to the Gam-
bia. It is estimated that over 40 per
cent of these slaves were from
Muslim majority areas in Africa.

As early as the 9th century,
Muslims were involved in slavery
in North Africa.

During Abbasid rule, slaves
from the Caucuses – mainly, but
not exclusively, Turkic – were re-
cruited by Abbasid caliphs and,
after their conversion to Islam,
trained as soldiers.

From the 16th to the 19th cen-
tury, Europeans were also cap-
tured by Barbary pirates who sold
them into slavery in North Africa
and to the Ottomans.

Muslims were also involved in
the East African Slave Trade. Mus-
lim sultanates in East Africa cap-
tured slaves from the hinterland
and sold them throughout the
Middle East.

The Zanzibar sultanate, which
was ruled by the Omani Arabs be-
came the major centre of slave
trade in the 19th century.

Visitors to Zanzibar are famil-

iar with the Stone Town Slave
Market where it is estimated that
as many as 50 000 slaves were
passing through every year.

Slavery was officially abolished
in 1833. In the late 18th and early
19th centuries, a number of
African countries abolished slav-
ery while thousands of African
slaves were freed by several Euro-
pean nations.

The Dutch East India Company
brought slaves from the East In-
dies, India and Africa to the Cape
in the 17th century.

Most slaves from the East In-
dies and India were Muslims
though many non-Muslim slaves
converted to Islam.

Interestingly, a number of Mus-
lim ‘elite’ at the Cape owned
slaves but treated them with dig-
nity. A few of these early slaves be-
came imams.

Our focus in this article is slav-
ery in Libya, which is a major
‘launching pad’ for African mi-
grants heading to Europe.

The death of Muammar
Gaddafi left a political vacuum in
Libya which was filled by militias
and smugglers.

Most refugees from East Africa
are asylum seekers from the wars
in their regions whereas those
from West Africa are economic

migrants escaping from poverty
and conflicts between herders and
farmers.

Reports indicate that many of
these migrants, once they arrive in
Libya from their home countries,
are sold as slaves after being de-
tained by smugglers or militia
groups.

Sometimes, they are kidnapped
by a rival group which, in turn,
sells them to others.

According to the victims, the
price is higher for migrants with
skills. The less fortunate ones are
robbed by bandits even before
they reach Libya.

Slaves are freed only after their
families agree to pay ransom for
them. Their families are forced to
sell their cattle and even their
homes to rake up the money. Oth-
ers have to borrow money, which
means they will be indebted for
years to come, if not for life.

In Libya, slaves are routinely
tortured, forced to work long
hours, left to starve or put to death
if they are unable to pay the ran-
som. It is common for women to
be raped, used as sex slaves or sold
to brothels and private Libyan
clients. Even child migrants endure
abuse and rape at the hands of
their ‘masters’.

Many migrants are held in
warehouses when they are ar-
rested by the Libyan Coast Guard,
where they remain until they are
ransomed by their families or are
sold to Libyans for labour.

Those who are arrested by the
police because they do not possess
the necessary documentation are
imprisoned and are forced to pay

the prison guards to obtain their
freedom.

Some are sold to Libyan fami-
lies who make them work for long
hours, often with little food and
poor living quarters.

In 2017, the UN Security Coun-
cil passed the following resolution:

‘The Security Council expresses
grave concern about reports of mi-
grants being sold into slavery in
Libya. The Security Council con-
demns such actions as heinous
abuses of human rights which may
also amount to crimes against hu-
manity...

‘The Security Council welcomes
in this regard the statement by the
Presidency Council of the Govern-
ment of National Accord (GNA)
of Libya denouncing trafficking in
persons, including for the purpose
of slavery, inside or outside
Libya…

‘The Council also welcomes the
statements by the African Union
calling for an immediate end to
these practices, and welcomes the
UN secretary-general’s request for
the relevant United Nations actors
to actively pursue this matter.’

The United Nations secretary-
general, Antonio Guterres, con-
demned human trafficking and
slavery in Libya. Pan-African Par-
liament President Roger Nkodo
Dang declared: ‘We firmly con-
demn the sale of young Africans
like cattle in Libya. We call for an
investigation into human rights
abuses in Libya.’

To date, I have not seen any
outcry from the Arab League or
the Organisation of Islamic Coop-
eration.

Discussions with Dangor
Slavery by Muslims in Libya

In general, Muslim kingdoms and sultanates in Africa were
 organised around the slave trade, writes EMERITUS
 PROFESSOR SULEMAN DANGOR.
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IBRAHIM OKSAS 
and NAZEEMA AHMED

IN his contemporary Quranic
tafsir, Risale-i Nur, (The Treatise
of Light) Bediuzzaman Said
Nursi discusses two issues that
evoke much thought and
 reflection, namely, the Quranic
oaths and the disjointed letters
(muqattaat) at the beginning of
some surahs.

Regarding the Quranic oaths,
Bediuzzaman says that Almighty
Allah swears by many things in
the Quran. The Quranic oaths
contain numerous mysteries and
significant points.

For example, the oath of ‘Ya
seen. By the Quran full of wis-
dom’, in Surah Ya Seen, calls at-
tention to the sacredness of the
Quran’s miraculousness, and in-
dicates that it is so worthy of ven-
eration that one can swear by it.

The oaths in ‘By the star when
it descends’, in Surah An-Najm,
and, ‘And I swear by the falling of
the stars - and that is a mighty
oath if you only knew’, in Surah
Al-Waqia, indicate that falling
stars are a sign that jinn and dev-
ils have been prevented from re-
ceiving news from the unseen so
that they cannot cause doubts
about revelation.

They also point to the vast
power and perfect wisdom in the

awesomely vast stars being set in
their places in perfect order, and
in the planets being made to re-
volve in wondrous manner.

With the oaths, ‘By the scatters
scattering’, in Surah Adh-
Dhariyat, and ‘By the winds sent
forth’, in Surah Al-Mursalat, it at-
tracts attention to the angels ap-
pointed to the winds, in order to
call to mind the significant in-
stances of wisdom in the disposal
of the air and its movement in
waves.

The elements perform impor-
tant duties for most subtle pur-
poses.

All the oaths and their posi-
tions contain different points and
different purposes.

Bediuzzaman discusses briefly
only one fine point out of many
in the oath, ‘By the fig and the
olive’, in Surah At-Tin, as follows:
by swearing by the fig and the
olive, Almighty Allah calls to
mind the immensity of His power
and the perfection of His mercy
and His extensive bounties, in
order to redirect those people
who are heading for the lowest of
the low, showing that they may
progress spiritually, through
thanks (shukr), reflection
(tafakkur), belief (imaan) and
good works (amal al salih) as far
as the highest of the high.

The reason for specifying the

fig and the olive is that, as fruits,
they are most blessed and benefi-
cial, and their creation comprises
many notable things and boun-
ties. The olive is utilised for illu-
mination and food, and is a basic
commodity in social and commer-
cial life.

The fig is the same; it displays
in its creation a miracle of power
by encapsulating in its miniscule
seed all the members of the huge
fig tree, and is a divine bounty
both in its being a food and its
uses.

It calls all this to mind with the
oath and instructs man to draw
lessons from them so as to believe
and perform good works, and not
to fall to the lowest of the low.

With regard to the disjointed
letters at the start of some surahs,
Bediuzzaman expresses that they
are a divine cipher. Alif, lam,
mim, together with the other dis-
jointed letters at the start of some
surahs, their sisters, consist of
half the letters in the Arabic al-
phabet, the basic elements of all
words.

Thus, the Quran uses half the
28 letters and disregards half. Of
these letters, the Quran repeats
those easiest on the tongue, like
alif and lam.

Furthermore, the Quran men-
tions the disjointed letters at the
start of 29 surahs.

Bediuzzaman says that
Almighty Allah alludes to matters
of the unseen with the disjointed
letters for His special servant.

The key to the cipher is with
that servant and with his heirs.

Furthermore, letters, which are
the beings of the air, and espe-
cially sacred and Quranic letters,
and in particular, the letters of the
divine ciphers at the beginning of
some surahs, are orderly and infi-
nitely sensitive.

We should consider that in
keeping with the sacred letters of
the divine ciphers, like ha, mim,
ta, sin and alif, lam, mim, they
could each be switches among the
particles of the air for causing the
wires of the hidden, subtle rela-
tions to vibrate and so be the
means of the immaterial sacred
wireless and telecommunications
between the earth and the divine
throne; it is entirely reasonable
that this should be their function.

In addition to the duties of all
particles of the air dispersed
throughout the world, they con-
form to the commands in connec-
tion with such things as radios,
telephones and telegraphs, and
act as receivers and conductors of
subtle forces, such as electricity.

That is to say, the air is a swift
and agile servant on the face of
the earth, tending the guests of
the Most Merciful and Compas-

sionate One.
Resembling radio and tele-

phone receivers and soldiers
under orders, all its particles de-
liver the sacred commands of that
Most Merciful One to the plants
and animals.

At the command of ‘Be! and it
is’ (Kun fa ya koon) they carry
out numerous orderly duties, such
as acting as fans for those crea-
tures, aiding their respiration;
that is, after performing the duty
of purifying their blood, the water
of life, and kindling their bodily
heat, the fire of life, they emerge
from them and are the means of
forming words in their mouths.

As a result of this quality of the
air, when letters, the beings of the
air, acquire sacredness, that is,
when they take up the position of
being receivers because they are
letters of the Quran, and become
like switches, and even more so
when the letters at the start of
some surahs become the sensitive
central switches of those hidden
relations, just as their existence in
the air possess this quality, so
their existence in the mind and
even as inscriptions have a share
in it.

That is to say, like physical
medicines, healing cures and
other purposes may be achieved
by reading and writing those sa-
cred Quranic letters.

Light from the Quran

Sacred mysteries of the Quran
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JASMINE KHAN
‘WHEN the ivy starts blooming,
the students start studying.’

This was said at University of
Cape Town many years ago. Ivy,
of course, blooms with the coming
of spring, and today we have a
similar situation.

As September moves into Octo-
ber, it is exam fever that holds
both students and parents hostage.
Normal life ceases as parents, par-
ticularly mothers, gently – or
sometimes not so gently – encour-
age their children to spend more
time with their school books, to sit
up through the night and stop all
forms of socialising in order to
pass the final examination of the
year.

With matriculants, this is even
worse because it is the culmination
of twelve years of schooling that is
at stake; no wonder so many are
unhappy, stressed and depressed.

We all go to school in order to
get an education for without an
education, we are unable to earn a
living, and without earning a liv-
ing we cannot live.

So what is education?
The Encarta Dictionary defines

education as the imparting and ac-
quiring of knowledge through
teaching and learning, especially at
a school or similar institution.

However, the formal instruc-
tion we receive at school and then,
if we are fortunate enough, at col-

lege or university, is almost en-
tirely focused on ‘external learn-
ing’. From the day we start our
education, we are taught to find
answers in the external environ-
ment by reading, listening to oth-
ers, exposing ourselves to the
media, using search engines and,
nowadays, a variety of social
media and networks.

Having spent twelve years in-
gesting information served to us
by others, our success or failure in
life is dependent on how well we
can regurgitate that information to
the satisfaction of the examiners.

We do not dispute that in order
to qualify in the field one has cho-
sen, learning certain facts are re-
quired. However, life is not just
about working and earning a liv-
ing. Are we taught how to know
and appreciate the real us? Was
there any emphasis on helping us
to understand, appreciate and
trust ourselves, our innate abilities
and what we are here to do?

Too many of us are unable to
access our own innate strengths
and capabilities. We can have the
best education, with a string of de-

grees but what happens when we
are faced with a challenge that was
never covered in our formal edu-
cation?

Men at the top of the corporate
ladder buckle when they discover
their son or daughter is on drugs
or that their child has gone off the
rails and is keeping bad company.

Some women are highly edu-
cated and hold down responsible
jobs yet, when they enter their
homes, they fold like a handker-
chief where their husbands are
concerned.

Children at school are not able
to deal with the situation where
someone bullies them or refuses to
associate with them because of so-
cial or financial inequities.

There are too many children
today who claim to ‘hate’ school
yet, most of them make the effort
and do the work. Some do it be-
cause they believe education will
lead them to a dream life, others
do it because their parents expect
them to work hard.

There is yet another group who
are so totally lacking in motiva-
tion and lethargic that they coast

through the days at school. These
are the ones who are disruptive in
class and make the teachers’ lives
a misery. They do this because
they are unhappy and have not
been taught how to deal with their
emotions. It is an established fact
that people who feel bad will be-
have badly. We are so inclined to
label and condemn, instead of try-
ing to determine the underlying
causes. Our children are the future
of our society and we need to step
up and do something to remedy
the situation. Children need to be
encouraged and assisted to har-
ness the inner power that they pos-
sess. They need guidance on how
to deal with their feelings.

We have indoctrinated our chil-
dren to believe that someone or
something else holds the key to
their future, that it is dependent on
how good they are at memorising
information and how many exam-
inations they pass. The result is
that many feel it is not worth the
effort. Teaching used to be, and
still should be a vocation. It is not
a career that should be chosen
lightly. Teaching young and vul-

nerable children should be done
with purpose and purposefulness.

‘Purpose’ refers to ‘a stable and
generalised intention to accom-
plish something that is both mean-
ingful to the self and of intended
consequence to the world beyond
the self’. (Damon, Menon, and
Bronk)

The degree to which one may
be considered purposeful rests on
whether one’s major life goals
focus on making an impact on the
world beyond only gratifying one’s
own needs, and engagement to-
ward actualising those life goals.
(Bundick and Tirri)

Teachers should have an under-
standing of their own purpose be-
fore they can engage with the
pupils. They should have some
sense of their own most important
life goals and an understanding of
how they make meaning of their
own lives before engaging with the
purposeful development of their
pupils. (Bundick and Tirri)

There can be no greater reward
than assisting and guiding children
to use not only their  minds but al-
lowing them to open their hearts
and souls as you accompany them
on the journey to responsible and
fulfilling adulthood.

Knowledge should transform,
not just inform. Let us stop criti-
cising and condemning our youth,
let us transform them so they can
be an asset to the world, Insha
Allah.

From Consciousness to Contentment
Education should transform as well as inform

There are too many children today who claim to ‘hate’ school yet,
most of them make the effort and do the work. Some do it because they

believe education will lead them to a dream life, others do it 
because their parents expect them to work hard...
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DR OMAR ESAU
IMAM Abdullah Haron played
scrumhalf for Violets Rugby Club
in the1950s and 1960s, which
later merged with Primrose
Rugby Club to become part of
the City & Suburban Rugby
Union.

Imam Abdullah Haron was
passionate about sport and played
both rugby and cricket.

He saw sport as an ideal tool to
build social cohesion and bring
people together of different cul-
tural backgrounds.

Being a visionary, he used
everything at his disposal to bring
about unity among the oppressed.
Sport was certainly one of those
vehicles as Imam played an inte-
gral role in bringing players to-
gether of various cultural
backgrounds.

In the 1960s, Muslims were not
only facing the scourge of
apartheid but were not allowed to
play sport in some ‘non-white’ as-
sociations as well.

As an active supporter of Prim-
rose Rugby Club and being ap-
pointed as a patron of City and
Suburban Union in the Athlone
area, the Imam Haron Shield be-
came a prestigious accolade to
have in your trophy cabinet.

He built his house – named
Golden Eye – in Crawford, to
overlook the City Park grounds.
City Park has great sporting and
political significance as, amongst
other events, the funeral service of
Imam Haron was held at City
Park on September 29, 1969, with
almost 30 000 people in atten-
dance.

When I interviewed the former
SARU and City & Suburban leg-
end, Jowa Abrahams, he shared
some fond memories of his
beloved Imam, who was the imam
of Al-Jaamia Masjid, in Clare-
mont.

Imam believed that you could
not separate sports and politics.
He travelled as an avid supporter
with City & Suburban Rugby
Union to New Brighton in 1967.
That year, Cities won the Rhodes
Cup with Primrose players having
a strong presence in the team, in-
cluding Jowa Abrahams, Rushdi
Majiet, Manie Abrahams and the
mercurial ‘Kunene’.

During his supposedly rugby
journeys as a supporter, Imam

would also go into the townships
to have his secret political meet-
ings with his PAC/ANC comrades.

For the record, Imam Abdullah
Haron was also a keen cricketer.
He played for Muslims Cricket
Club, which was managed by Ab-
durouf (Boeta Oefie) Taliep.

Muslims later became the Com-
bine Cricket Club, which later be-
came Primrose Cricket Club, in
1976.

Well-known cricketers who
came out of the Imam’s school
were Saait Majiet, Mogamat Ma-
jiet, Rushdi Majiet, Abubakr Tal-
iep, Ismail (Jood) Abrahams, Jowa
Abrahams and, of course, Saad
Gallant, Nur Gallant, Seraaj
Gabriels, Ebrahim (Baby) Damon
and Imam Zak and Ebrahim (Sep)
Davids, to name but a few.

This year, as we commemorate
the 50th anniversary of the killing
of the Imam, who was murdered
in prison in 1969 by the then na-

tional apartheid government, nu-
merous codes of sport saw the
beauty in the legacy of Imam
Haron and also honoured him by
having events under the banner of
social justice and sport for all.

Chess, rugby and cricket in the
Western Cape combined their ef-
forts in 2019 to keep the social co-
hesion spirit of Imam Abdullah
Haron alive.

Western Cape Chess honoured
the Imam with an open rapid
chess blitz event: The Western
Cape Chess Federation, in collab-
oration with Manyanani Chess
Club, DCAS and the Imam Haron
50th Commemoration Committee
hosted a chess event sponsored by
DCAS and other sponsors on June
15, 2019, at Islamia College, as
part of a weekend of youth events
held all over South Africa.

This open rapid chess event was
organised by the nephew of Imam
Abdullah Haron, FIDE arbiter, 

Dr Omar Esau who is also the
president of chess in the Western
Cape.

This prestigious chess event had
150 participants with top South
African Olympiad chess players in
the field, such as Fide Master
Calvin Klaasen (2283), Fide Mas-
ter Dr Shabier Bhawoodien (2057)
and Candidate Master – Dr Advo-
cate Lyndon Bouah (2045).

Young and enthusiastic players
were bussed in from Mitchells
Plain and Crossroads/ Phillipi,
were treated to a meal and al-
lowed free entry at this well organ-
ised chess event.

The winner of the event, with
6,5 out of 7 games, was a young
Fide Master Keegan Agulhas,
whose rating is 1962.

The top prize for all the women
went to Woman International
Master,  Dr Denise Bouah (1828).

The complete list of results and
photographs are available on the

WP Chess website.
Western Province Rugby will

honour Imam with a 7s rugby fes-
tival.

This 7s rugby festival has been
organised by the WP Rugby Union
to mark the 50th year since the
killing of Imam Abdullah Haron
by the apartheid police, in Septem-
ber 1969.

The matches will form part of
the day of rugby, which will also
feature play offs for promotion
and relegation in the Western
Province Super League competi-
tion.

The clubs that will be partici-
pating in the 7s competition are:
Blue Jets; Busy Bees; Caledonian
Roses; Elsie River; False Bay;
Rangers; Rocklands; Silvertree;
Watsonia; Young Ideas; Gardens;
Police; Young Wesleys; Primrose;
Silverleaf; Morning Stars; Manen-
berg Rangers; Cities.

AWQAF SA, in association
with Primrose Rugby Club and the
Imam Haron 50th Commemora-
tion Committee, will also be host-
ing a youth rugby festival from
September 27 to 29, 2019, at the
Primrose sports ground, in Kenil-
worth.

Western Province Cricket, in
partnership with the Western Cape
Sports & Cultural Affairs, will
also be hosting a one-day cricket
event with all its youth hubs on
September 25, 2019, to honour
the legacy of As-Shaheed Imam
Abdullah Haron.

September 27, 2019, is the 50th
year since the death of our beloved
Imam.

I was only five years old when
Imam Abdullah Haron died, but
the memories of this little
scrumhalf gives me goose bumps
when I reflect and think of the
giant footprints he, undeniably,
left behind.

May Almighty Allah grant
Imam Abdullah Haron a high
place in Jannah and, yes, we ac-
knowledge his salaah, his life and
his death were surely dedicated for
the love of Allah.
Dr Omar Esau is an academic in
the Department of Curriculum
Studies at Stellenbosch University
and is also part of the Radio 786
sports team. He played rugby
and cricket for Primrose and is
currently the president of
Manyanani Chess Club and the
Western Cape Chess Federation.

The little scrumhalf that left giant footprints

Former SARU and City and Suburban rugby legend Jowa Abrahams (left) is pictured here with Imam Abdullah Haron. Imam
Haron was detained shortly after this photograph was taken. Photo courtesy JOWA ABRAHAMS




